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Abstract  

Aluminum oxide surface modification by phosphonic acid is a potential new generation of 

industrial surface functionalization technology. However, there are still a few technical chal-

lenges in practical application scenarios, such as heavy aluminum dissolution during the mole-

cule adsorption process, the control of the final phosphonic acid adsorbate layer and aluminum 

oxide layer. Preliminary studies showed the phosphonic acid molecular structure has significant 

effects on aluminum dissolution inhibition, finally formed adsorbate layer morphology, and 

oxide layer stabilization. Building on these findings, this work systematically compares the 

phosphonic acid molecular steric and electron environment effects at different stages of phos-

phonic acid surface treatment. The aqueous soluble phosphonic acid molecules studied include 

the simplest phosphonic acid, alkyl/phenyl phosphonic acid derivatives with stepwise increased 

steric effect, and phenyl phosphonic acid derivatives with designed molecular electron environ-

ment. A phosphonic acid surface treatment decomposes in three distinctive stages, i.e. a dy-

namic stage during the phosphonic acid adsorption process, a final stage of the modified alu-

minum oxide in ambient atmosphere and a transition stage of H2O rinsing and air-exposure 

oxidation between the above two stages.  

During the first stage, phosphonic acid molecular structural effects on aluminum dissolution 

inhibition are in situ monitored by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy 

(ICP-OES). In addition, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) evidences that two 

phosphonic acid adsorption modes exist, i.e. physisorption of aluminum-phosphonate complex 

and chemisorption of phosphonic acid layer. The first stage study shows that a higher phos-

phonic acid molecular steric effect improves the aluminum dissolution inhibition due to the 

chemisorbed phosphonic acids on the aluminum surface. The stability of this chemisorption is 

reduced if an electron withdrawing group decreases the electron density of the phosphonic acid 

anchor group.  

The final stage of the phosphonic acid modified aluminum oxide surface is investigated using 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which allows ex situ characterization of the stratifi-

cation of adsorbate phosphonic acid layer with adsorbent aluminum oxide. A phosphonic acid 

with higher steric increases the phosphonic acid stratification with aluminum oxide via en-

hanced interactions among the unreactive functional groups. Meanwhile, adsorbate high steric 

phosphonic acid also reduces the adsorbent aluminum re-oxidation process forming a thinner 
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oxide film. A time of flight- secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) surface characteri-

zation evidences that physisorbed aluminum-phosphonate complexes in the first stage partially 

convert to chemisorbed states after the H2O-rinsing and air-exposure steps.  

Finally, the effect of the aluminum re-oxidation via air-exposure during the transition stage is 

studied under O2 controlled atmosphere, using a glovebox and XPS/hard X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (HAXPES) connected system. Oxygen and aluminum Auger parameters are used 

to provide a sensitive differentiation via aluminum oxide chemical state changes. It reveals that 

a strong aluminum re-oxidation process during the transition stage is necessary to stabilize an 

unstable phosphonic acid modified aluminum oxide surface. With these systematic and funda-

mental understandings, this work offers new perspective for the industrial application of alumi-

num oxide surface treatment by phosphonic acid. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Oberflächenmodifizierung von Aluminiumoxid durch Phosphonsäure ist eine potenzielle 

neue Generation der industriellen Oberflächenfunktionalisierungstechnologie. In praktischen 

Anwendungsszenarien gibt es jedoch noch einige technische Herausforderungen, wie z. B. die 

starke Aluminiumauflösung während des Moleküladsorptionsprozesses, die Kontrolle der end-

gültigen Phosphonsäureadsorbatschicht und der Aluminiumoxidschicht. Vorläufige Studien 

zeigten, dass die Molekülstruktur der Phosphonsäure signifikante Auswirkungen auf die Hem-

mung der Aluminiumauflösung, die Morphologie der endgültig gebildeten Adsorbatschicht und 

die Stabilisierung der Oxidschicht hat. Aufbauend auf diesen Erkenntnissen vergleicht diese 

Arbeit systematisch die molekularen sterischen und Elektronenumgebungseffekte der Phos-

phonsäure in verschiedenen Stadien der Phosphonsäure-Oberflächenbehandlung. Insbesondere 

umfassen die untersuchten wasserlöslichen Phosphonsäuremoleküle einfachste Phosphorsäure, 

Alkyl/Phenyl-Phosphonsäure-Derivate mit stufenweise erhöhter sterischer Wirkung und Phe-

nyl-Phosphonsäure-Derivate mit entworfener molekularer Elektronenumgebung. Eine Phos-

phonsäure-Oberflächenbehandlung gliedert sich in drei charakteristischen Phasen auf: einer dy-

namischen Phasen während des Phosphonsäure-Adsorptionsprozesses, einer Übergangsphase 

nach dem Spülen mit H2O und der Oxidation unter Lufteinwirkung und einer finalen Phase des 

modifizierten Aluminiumoxids unter Umgebungsatmosphäre. 

Während der ersten Phase werden die molekularen Struktureffekte der Phosphonsäure auf die 

Hemmung der Aluminiumauflösung in situ durch induktiv gekoppelte Plasma-Emissionsspekt-

roskopie (ICP-OES) überwacht. Zusätzlich beweist die elektrochemische Impedanzspektrosko-

pie (EIS), dass zwei Phosphonsäure-Adsorptionsmodi, d. h. Physisorption des Aluminium-

Phosphonat-Komplexes und Chemisorption der Phosphonsäureschicht existieren. Die Studie 

der ersten Stufe zeigt, dass ein höhermolekularer sterischer Effekt der chemisorbierten Phos-

phonsäuren die Hemmung der Aluminiumauflösung auf der Aluminiumoberfläche verbessert. 

Die Stabilität dieser Chemisorption wird verringert, wenn eine elektronenziehende Gruppe die 

Elektronendichte der Phosphonsäure-Ankergruppe reduziert. 

Die Endstufe der mit Phosphonsäure modifizierten Aluminiumoxidoberfläche wurde mittels 

Röntgenphotoelektronenspektroskopie (XPS) untersucht. Dies ermöglicht eine Ex-situ-Charak-

terisierung der Schichtung der adsorbierten Phosphonsäureschicht mit adsorbierendem Alumi-

niumoxid. Eine Phosphonsäure mit höherer Sterik erhöht die Phosphonsäureschichtung mit 

Aluminiumoxid durch verstärkte Wechselwirkungen zwischen den unreaktiven funktionellen 
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Gruppen. Zusätzlich reduziert die adsorbierte Phosphonsäure mit hohem sterischem Gehalt 

auch den Reoxidationsprozess des adsorbierenden Aluminiums, wodurch ein dünnerer Oxid-

film gebildet wird. Eine Oberflächencharakterisierung durch time-of-flight Sekundärionen-

Massenspektrometrie (ToF-SIMS) zeigt, dass physisorbierte Aluminium-Phosphonat-Kom-

plexe in der ersten Phase nach dem Spülschritt mit H2O und der Luftexposition teilweise in 

chemisorbierte Zustände übergehen. 

Schliesslich wird die Wirkung der Aluminium-Reoxidation durch Lufteinwirkung während 

der Übergangsphase unter kontrollierter O2-Atmosphäre untersucht. Dazu wurden eine Glo-

vebox und ein mit XPS/harter Röntgenstrahl-Photoelektronenspektroskopie (HAXPES) ver-

bundenes System verwendet. Sauerstoff- und Aluminium-Auger-Parameter wurden verwendet, 

um eine messbare Differenzierung durch Änderungen des chemischen Zustands von Alumini-

umoxid festzustellen. Dies beweist, dass ein starker Aluminium-Reoxidationsprozess während 

der Übergangsphase notwendig ist, um eine instabile Phosphonsäure-modifizierte Alumini-

umoxidoberfläche zu stabilisieren. Mit diesen systematischen und grundlegenden Erkenntnis-

sen bietet diese Arbeit neue Perspektiven für die industrielle Anwendung der Aluminiumoxid-

Oberflächenbehandlung durch Phosphonsäure. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Industrial Background  

Aluminum alloys are widely used as structural materials in automobile[1], aerospace[2, 3] and 

construction industry due to their high strength to weight ratio, ductility, formability and low 

cost[4]. These extraordinary engineering properties make aluminum alloy a perfect alternative 

material to the traditional steel in automobile industry because aluminum alloy maintains sim-

ilar frame rigidity and crash safety but with a lower vehicle body weight[5]. Especially, with 

the increased electronic vehicle market, aluminum alloy has already become the fastest grown 

automotive material[6]. To assemble the aluminum alloy for vehicle structures, organic adhe-

sive is broadly used since it is more advanced than welding or mechanical joining: uniform 

stress distribution, no galvanic corrosion, low weight, cheap and easy to process (no inert gas 

protection)[7, 8]. The adhesive jointed aluminum alloy sheets are sandwich structures as shown 

in Figure 1.1[9]. A primer is often used between the aluminum oxide and adhesive to increase 

the adhesion and corrosion resistance of the joining part[10, 11]. Traditionally, a conventional 

chromate coating (CCC) on the aluminum oxide prior to the adhesive application is used as this 

primer. The CCC increases the adhesion and corrosion resistance due to its self-healing barrier 

protection on aluminum alloy surface, which is chemically stable in a wide pH range [12, 13]. 

 

Figure 1.1. Sandwich structure of adhesive jointed aluminum sheets: metallic aluminum alloy 
forms a native oxide layer once exposing in air; a primer is used to increase the adhesion and 

durability between aluminum oxide and adhesive. 
 

However, currently there is an urging requirement to replace the toxic and carcinogenic CCC 

on aluminum oxide especially in the automobile industrial since the use of hexavalent chro-

mium has already been forbidden in European Union since 2007[14]. Since early 80s, research-

ers have already started to investigate an non-chromate conversion coating on metal surface, 

such as phosphoric acid anodizing[15], plasma based surface treatment[16], laser based surface 

treatment[17], and silane based sol-gel coating[18]. Phosphonic acid (PA) surface treatment 
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would be a possible new generation of non-chromate aluminum surface treatment for the auto-

mobile industry. Firstly, it is already proved that PA increased the durability of adhesive jointed 

aluminum alloy[19-22]. Secondly, phosphonic acid group of PA forms more stable covalent 

interaction with aluminum oxide surface via a condensation reaction than other molecules con-

taining anchor groups such as carboxylic acid[23-26], amine[26] and silane groups[27-29]. 

Thirdly, the molecular structure and functional groups of PA molecules can be designed and 

functionalized to meet specific requirements[30, 31].  

To develop a suitable industrial PA surface treatment for aluminum oxide, on one side, it is 

important to understand the main processes occurring during the PA treatment stage; i.e. the 

adsorption of PA on aluminum and the dissolution of aluminum under low pH condition. The 

aluminum dissolution can cause heavy contamination of PA solution leading to an increase in 

production costs (bath conditioning, filtering and control)[32]. On the other side, it is essential 

to characterize the final stage of PA modified aluminum oxide surface, e.g. the morphology of 

adsorbed PA layer, and the aluminum oxide thickness and stability. Specifically, it is broadly 

recognized that different PA adsorbed layers on aluminum surface strongly influence the dura-

bility of adhesive-aluminum interface[33]. Meanwhile, the heavy aluminum dissolution during 

the prior PA adsorption process might lead to an accumulation of aluminum-phosphonate com-

plex on aluminum surface and a lateral heterogeneous dissolved aluminum surface. Therefore, 

the control of the PA adsorption process and the final PA modified aluminum oxide surface 

quality are the two main factors limiting the application of PA surface treatments for aluminum 

oxide in automotive industry. Therefore, it is essential to understand the adsorption/dissolution 

kinetics at the metal (aluminum subtract)/liquid (PA solution) interface; meanwhile, character-

ize the adsorbed PA layer and the modified aluminum oxide. 

1.2. Literature Review  

Previous in-situ studies on liquid-metal interfaces conducted in PA solution mainly focused 

on steel substrates, where various organic PA molecules were used as corrosion inhibitor. Spe-

cifically, the influence of the PA molecular structural chelating effect[34-40] on the steel cor-

rosion inhibition in acid or Cl- corrosive solution were studied using electrochemical impedance 

test (EIS): molecules such as aminotris(methylenephosphonic acid), ni-

trilotri(methylphosphonic acid) and 1-hydroxyethylidene diphosphonic acid were intensively 

compared. Meanwhile, the corrosion inhibition effect of PA molecules with varied steric and 

functional groups were also studied by EIS[41-43]; molecules such as laurylphosphonic acid, 
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ethyllaurylphosphonate, diethyllaurylphosphonate, piperidin-1-yl-phosphonic acid, and (4-

phosphono-piperazin-1-yl) phosphonic acid are used as corrosion inhibitor. These studies 

showed that an enhanced PA molecular chelating and steric effects increased the steel corrosion 

resistance in corrosive electrolytes. 

Based on these studies on steel substrate, EIS is also used to study the corrosion inhibition 

effect of PA on aluminum substrate in corrosive electrolytes [44-46]. However, different to 

steel, PA is commonly used to create self-assembly monolayers (SAMs) on aluminum substrate 

firstly. Then the corrosion resistance of this PA modified aluminum oxide in acid or Cl- con-

tained corrosive electrolyte was evaluated by EIS test: 

 A SAMs of dodecylphosphonic acid (C12H27O3P) on aluminum alloy surface was formed by 

4 hours adsorption in neutral solution followed with cleaning and annealing. The EIS test 

showed that the modified aluminum alloy exhibited a good corrosion resistance in Cl- corrosive 

solution after an exposure of 96 hours[47]. Another work compared the influence of adsorption 

solution pH (i.e. acid, neutral and alkaline) on the corrosion inhibition resistance of mono-

dodecyl phosphonic acid (C12H27O4P) SAMs. The PA modified samples were immersed in Cl- 

corrosive solution up to 180 hours, and then the EIS test started. The results showed that the 

SAMs formed in neutral adsorption environment had a better corrosion resistance[48]. Moreo-

ver, the effect of adsorption time on SAMs corrosion resistance was compared by using fluori-

nated PA (CH3(CF2)5(CH2)2PO3H2) for 24 hours, 144 hours and 240 hours. The EIS test showed 

that a longer adsorption time provided a better corrosion resistance in Cl- corrosive solution[49]. 

Then the PA steric effect on the corrosion resistance of SAMs on aluminum alloy was compared 

by using octylphosphonic acid (C8H19O3P) and octadecylphosphonic acid (C18H39O3P). The 

potentiodynamic polarization curves showed that a longer alkyl chain (high steric) presented a 

better corrosion resistance in Cl- corrosive solution[26]. Additionally, the SAMs of PA was 

insufficient to protect aluminum alloy surface comparing to a polymer coating. One EIS study 

showed that the SAM of tetradecylphosphonic acid (C14H31O3P) only provided limited inhibi-

tion on nano-porous oxide film in Na2SO4 and neutral pH buffer solutions[50]. 

These studies showed clearly that the SAMs of PA increased the aluminum corrosion inhibi-

tion in corrosive solution. Thus, it is important to identify the critical parameters of the SAMs 

formed by PA. The characterization of  the SAMs started by using adsorbent such as gold[51] 

or other chemically stable substrates, e.g. tantalum oxide[52, 53], zirconium oxide [54, 55] and 

titanium oxide[55]. Recent studies also investigated the adsorbed PA layer on aluminum oxide 
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surface. The chemisorbed PA molecule interacts with the aluminum oxide surface via a con-

densation reaction, which creates mono-, bi- and tridentate binding modes between phosphonic 

acid anchor group and hydroxyl group on the aluminum oxide surface, as illustrated in Figure 

1.2[56]. 

 

Figure 1.2. Phosphonic acid (PA) anchor group condensation reaction with the hydroxyl 
group on aluminum surface.  

 

The molecular steric effect on the PA formed SAMs on aluminum substrate has been investi-

gated in many previous studies. Octylphosphonic acid (C8H19O3P, OPA), decylphosphonic acid 

(C10H23O3P, DPA), octadecylphosphonic acid (C18H39O3P, ODPA) and fluorinated PA 

(CF3(CF2)7(CH2)2PO3H2, PFDPA) ethanol solutions were used to modified physical vapor de-

posited (PVD) aluminum surface for 24 hours. X-ray photoelectron spectrum spectroscopy 

(XPS), contact angle measurement and atomic force microscopy (AFM) surface characteriza-

tion results showed that ODPA and PFDPA formed more hydrophobic SAMs than DPA and 

OPA. Meanwhile, ODPA formed a more densely packed SAMs on PVD aluminum surface, 

while DPA and OPA form a SAM of less density. Moreover, ODPA formed the most stable 

SAMs followed by PFDPA, DPA, and OPA[57]. The kinetics of DPA adsorbed layer on the 

aluminum sheet (99.99%) surface in aqueous solution is investigated by an in situ AFM study 

for 160 min. It showed that a few adsorbed PA islands formed on surface at the initial stage. 

With the increase of adsorption time, firstly, the gaps of these initial islands were filled up; then 

the adsorbed DPA islands grew in size but not in number[58]. Meanwhile, OPA dynamic ad-

sorption on aluminum sheet (99.99%) in ethanol consisting of NaClO4ꞏH2O electrolyte up to 

53 hours is studied by using odd random phase EIS. This work showed that H2O produced 

during the condensation reaction stayed near oxide surface, and combined with acid, which 

created a local attack on aluminum oxide[59]. Meanwhile, a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 

study showed that the adsorption kinetics of ODPA was accelerated with the increase of alumi-

num oxide surface hydroxyl density[60].  

Meanwhile, the effect of different functional groups of PA on SAMs formation is also studied 

by comparing fluorinated PA (CF3(CF2)7(CH2)11PO3H2) with hexadecanephosphonic acid 

(C16H35O3P, HDPA) and docosanephosphonic acid (C20H43O3P, DCPA). Through infrared 
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spectroscopy, ellipsometry and contact angle measurement, the formation of SAMs on the alu-

minum oxide occurred at a faster rate for fluorinated PA than HDPA and DCPA. However, the 

SAMs of fluorinated PA did not reach an ordered state as HDPA and DCPA due to the steric 

effect of the fluorocarbon segment[61]. Another work also showed that fluorinated PA 

(F3C(CF2)7(CH2)2PO(OH)2) formed a more hydrophobic SAM with lower surface energy and 

adhesion comparing to DP and ODP formed SAM[62].  Additionally, methylphosphonic acid 

(CH5O3P, MPA), butylphosphonic acid (C4H11O3P, BuPA), DPA and ODPA were used to study 

the hydrothermal stability of PA modified aluminum oxide. This work showed that the in-

creased molecular steric enhanced PA modified aluminum oxide stability characterized by X-

ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMRS), N2 physisorption, and IR 

spectroscopy[63]. 

These studies provide valuable insights of PA molecular structural effect on dynamic adsorp-

tion process and the final formed PA layer on surface. However, targeting on the industrial 

application of aluminum surface modification, more research should combine the in situ study 

of PA adsorption process with ex situ characterization of final obtained PA modified aluminum 

oxide synchronously. Moreover, there is a lack of systematical understanding of PA structural 

effects in aqueous solution that is industrial favorable due to the economic and environmental 

cost. Additionally, the electron environment effect of PA molecule is barely considered, which 

theoretically varies the PA acidity and the stability of phosphonic acid anchor group interaction 

with aluminum/aluminum oxide. 

1.3. Scope and Outline of Thesis 

1.3.1. Scope of Thesis 

The focus point of this work is to study the PA molecular structural effect on the phosphonic 

acid anchor group interaction with aluminum/aluminum oxide surface. In order to get a better 

mechanistic understanding of the different processes, pure aluminum is used as substrate in 

order to avoid the additional complex effects of the different alloying elements of aluminum 

alloys. Meanwhile, only water soluble PA molecules with unreactive alkyl chain/phenyl group 

are considered to discard any additional effect of other reactive functional groups of PA mole-

cules.  

Nine water soluble PA molecules are chosen for this study, as shown in Figure 1.3. The PA 

molecules can be classified in three groups; namely, (a) group with low steric effect consisting 
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of phosphonic acid (H3PO3), methylphosphonic acid (MPA), and ethylphosphonic acid (EPA); 

(b) group with high steric effect consisting of tert-butylphosphonic acid (tBPA), ben-

zylphosphonic acid (BPA), and (2-phenylethyl)phosphonic acid (PePA); (c) group with high 

steric effect and varied electronic environment consisting of (4-cyanophenyl)phosphonic acid  

(CnPPA), phenylphosphonic acid (PPA) and (4-methoxyphenyl)phosphonic acid (MtPPA).  

 

Figure 1.3.  Selection of phosphonic acid molecules exhibiting systematically different steric 
and electron environment effects. The first two groups exhibit similar electron environment at 
the phosphorus center, but with increasing steric of the functional group, namely a) "low ste-
ric" and b) "high steric". The group, c) "high steric electron environment'' contrasts electron 
delocalization, i.e. via electron-withdrawing (CnPPA) and electron-donating (MtPPA) func-

tional groups. 

In groups a) and b), the extent of the steric influence is solely determined by the size and 

nature of the hydrocarbon substituent connected to the phosphonic acid anchor group. To study 

the electron environment effect, phenyl phosphonic acids considered in this work include sub-

stituted phenyl phosphonic acids with decreasing electron withdrawing effect: (4-cyanophe-

nyl)phosphonic acid (CnPPA) < phenylphosphonic acid (PPA) < (4-methoxyphenyl)phos-

phonic acid (MtPPA). The cyano and methoxy functional groups of the CnPPA and MtPPA 

molecules are respectively electron withdrawing and donating in nature, whereas the phenyl 

group of PPA is slightly electron withdrawing due to its resonance effect. Specifically, cyano 

and methoxy groups are either electron -withdrawing or -donating in nature, which means the 
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electron densities of phosphonic acid anchor groups of two molecules are changed due to dif-

ferent functional groups (electron density delocalization), i.e. the electron density of phosphonic 

acid group is reduced with an electron withdrawing group (cyano group of CnPPA) at the para 

position of phenyl ring; conversely, electron density of phosphonic acid group is increased with 

an electron donating group (methoxy group of MtPPA) at the para position of phenyl ring, as 

shown in Figure 1.4.[32]. Electron withdrawal from the phosphorus center decreases the elec-

tron density of the phosphonic acid anchor group, which reduces the stability of chemisorbed 

state(s) of the phosphonic acid group with the hydroxylated aluminum surface due to increased 

hydrolysis rates of the ester bond [32, 64]. 

 

Figure 1.4. Electron delocalization of phosphonic acid molecules with different electron envi-
ronment: i) (4-cyanophenyl)phosphonic acid (CnPPA) with electron-withdrawing group, 

which decreases the electron density of phosphonic acid group; ii) (4-methoxyphenyl)phos-
phonic acid (MtPPA) with electron-donating group, which increases the electron density of 

phosphonic acid group 

1.3.2. Thesis Outline 

Based on different stages of PA surface treatment, this thesis firstly starts with two chapters:  

Chapter 3. In situ study of the dynamic charges and species transfer on aluminum surface in 

acidic PA aqueous solution (pH≈2). In this chapter, the effects of PA molecular structure on the 

steady state competing processes of aluminum dissolution, ionic interaction of aluminum-phos-

phonate complexes precipitation, and PA molecule physisorption/chemisorption on the alumi-

num surface are studied. Specifically, two adsorption modes of PA molecules on the aluminum 

surface are investigated in detail. This chapter shows that the increased PA steric effect de-

creases the aluminum dissolution process by the enhanced adsorption mode from physisorption 
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to unstable/stable chemisorption. Moreover, a molecular electron withdrawing effect destabi-

lizes the chemisorption, while a molecular electron donating effect stabilized the chemisorption. 

Chapter 4. Ex situ surface characterization of the final PA modified aluminum oxide. After 

the adsorption process in Chapter 3, PA modified aluminum surface is rinsed by H2O in air and 

characterized by XPS. This chapter systematically investigates the PA molecular structural ef-

fect on adsorbate PA layer and final adsorbent aluminum oxide. Specifically, a novel robust 

concept is introduced to describe the stratified structure of adsorbate PA layer and adsorbent 

aluminum oxide, namely stratification factor. This chapter shows that with the increase of PA 

steric effect, a PA layer with a higher stratification factor is formed on a thinner aluminum 

oxide surface. However, the PA molecular electron environment effect is insignificant on the 

final formed aluminum oxide surface.  

Note that there is a transition stage, i.e. H2O-rinsing and air-exposure, between PA dynamic 

adsorption stage (Chapter 3) and the final stage PA modified aluminum oxide surface (Chapter 

4) as illustrated in Figure 1.5.  

 

Figure 1.5. Illustration of three stages of a complete phosphonic acid (PA) surface treatment 
process on aluminum sheets. Chapter 3 studies the dynamic PA adsorption process on alumi-
num surface. Chapter 5 studies the transition stage of the re-oxidation process of PA modified 
aluminum surface in air and in argon (Ar) atmosphere. Chapter 4 studies the final PA modi-

fied aluminum oxide surface. 
 

This transition stage firstly stops the aluminum dissolution process by H2O neutralization. 

Synchronously, H2O rinsing also removes the majority of physisorbed species, i.e. aluminum-

phosphonate complexes on surface. Meanwhile, the air-exposure generates an aluminum re-

oxidation process, which oxidizes the PA modified aluminum surface as well. It is necessary to 

investigate the effect of re-oxidation during the transition stage on the final stage of PA modi-

fied aluminum oxide surface. Because this re-oxidation process might be essential to stabilize 

an unstable PA modified aluminum surface that is problematical for the next step industrial 

application, e.g. polymer coating and adhesive applying.  
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Thus, a glovebox is employed to control this re-oxidation process. A setup coupling a glove-

box and together with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was previously used for air 

sensitive material surface characterization [65-69]. However, it was barely used for aluminum 

oxide surface modification since aluminum oxide is stable at neutral environment. Nevertheless, 

the aluminum oxide stability during the prior adsorption process depends on the PA molecular 

structure[32, 70, 71]. The effect of re-oxidation process on the final PA modified oxide surface 

is unknown. Thus, it is important to compare the stability of PA modified aluminum oxide 

during the transition state in the O2 controlled environment. This study is highly industrial rel-

evant since it directly relates to the choice of different PA molecular structures for certain ap-

plication environment: during the transition stage, a self-stabilized PA modified aluminum ox-

ide fits well to a continues oxygen-limited production line; while an unstable PA modified 

aluminum oxide needs an additional stabilization period. 

Chapter 5. The transition state of PA modified aluminum oxide surface is studied using a set 

up consisting of glovebox, XPS/ hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) chamber, 

and ultra-high vacuum (UHV) connection system. With this set up, XPS/HAXPES characteri-

zation provides an in situ information on surface without further oxidation and contamination 

from air-exposure. The stability of PA modified aluminum oxide during the transition state is 

investigated by using two PA molecules with opposite electron environments to modify alumi-

num oxide surface in glovebox, namely CnPPA and MtPPA as shown in Figure 1.3. Prior to 

this transition state, CnPPA creates an unstable chemisorption on aluminum surface, while 

MtPPA passivates the aluminum surface via a stable chemisorbed state as stated in Chapter 3. 

Meanwhile, the effect of re-oxidation process during the transition state is compared by carry-

ing on PA treatments in glovebox and air. This chapter shows that MtPPA modified aluminum 

oxide stabilized itself via strong chemisorbed PA layer during the transition state; while CnPPA 

modified aluminum oxide surface needs additional re-oxidation process in air to stabilize its 

modified surface.  

From Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the PA molecular structural effects on aluminum 

oxide surface modification on three stages, i.e. dynamic adsorption stage, PA modified oxide 

transition stage and final stage of PA modified oxide, have been systematically study respec-

tively. These fundamental understandings cover the whole process of PA surface treatment on 

metal surface.  

With the current study, a systematical stepwise understanding of PA molecular structure effect 

on PA surface treatment of aluminum oxide at different stages is established. Meanwhile, this 
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work also provides a few novel robust characterization methodologies to describe in situ/ex situ 

PA adsorption behavior, e.g. relative inhibition factor and stratification factor. This work es-

tablishes a platform for further studies using other PA molecules and aluminum alloys. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental Methods 

2.1. In Situ Adsorption Process Monitoring 

2.1.1. Phosphonic Acid Solution Preparation 

Nine PA molecules, as displayed in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3, are commercially available and 

were used as received: namely, phosphonic acid (Sigma, 99%), methylphosphonic acid (Abcr, 

98%), ethylphosphonic acid (Abcr, 98%), tert-butylphosphonic acid (ACROS, 98%), ben-

zylphosphonic acid (ACROS, 98%), (2-phenylethyl)phosphonic acid (Abcr, 95%), phe-

nylphosphonic acid (Sigma, 97%), (4-methoxyphenyl) phosphonic acid (Abcr, 95%) and (4-

cyanophenyl)phosphonic acid (Abcr, 98%). The solutions were prepared using MilliQ water 

(18.2 MΩ‧cm, Merck) and stored in polypropylene tubes. For each molecule, 0.01 M solution 

of PA was prepared and the pH of the prepared solution was determined; it varied from pH=2.2 

to pH=2.5 as shown in appendix A Table A.1.  

2.1.2. Aluminum Surface Pretreatment 

A commercially available aluminum sheet (Constellium-Singen, 99.9%, 0.5 mm) was cut into 

8.7×13.7 mm2 pieces; manually polished with 4000 grit sandpaper; then cleaned with acetone, 

ethanol and H2O in an ultrasonic bath each for 10 min. The aluminum sheet was then dried with 

Argon flow and stored in a wafer shipper. To obtain a reproducible oxidized aluminum surface 

before any experiment, the stored aluminum sheet was firstly etched in 5 mL 5 wt% NaOH 

(Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 97.0 %) solution for 1 min. The NaOH etched aluminum samples were then 

rinsed with MilliQ water and dried by an Argon flow, as shown in Figure 2.1(i).  
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Figure 2.1. Sketch of the experimental procedure to study the aluminum dissolution/ PA ad-
sorption. (i) alkaline etching is the aluminum surface pretreatment prior to PA surface treat-
ment. Then the NaOH etched aluminum sheet (LOX) is immersed in PA solution (ii) for differ-

ent durations followed by ICP-OES elemental analysis (iii) to determine aluminum 
concentration in the residual PA solution. LOX is also mounted on the electrochemical cell for 

the EIS test (iv) to measure the aluminum surface impedance in PA solution. 
 

2.1.3. Phosphonic Acid Surface Treatment 

The pretreated aluminum sheet was then directly immersed in 5 mL acid solution for different 

durations (5 min, 15 min, 60 min, 120 min, and 240 min) at room temperature in a polypropyl-

ene tube, as shown in Figure 2.1(ii). The aluminum sheet was then removed from the polypro-

pylene tube for rinsing (MilliQ water) in air and subsequent drying with Ar flow. The residual 

acid solution (5 mL) in the polypropylene tube was collected for elemental (aluminum) con-

centration analysis, as shown in Figure 2.1(iii). Each of the treatment condition (i.e. different 

PA molecules and immersion time) was repeated three times. 

2.1.4. Elemental Analysis 

To dissolve any possible aluminum-phosphonate salt sediments for quantification, 1 ml of 

H3PO4 (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥85%) was added to the residual PA solution. An inductively coupled 

plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES), Optima 3000 ICP-OES (PerkinElmer AG, 

Rotkreuz, Switzerland), was used to quantify the amount of aluminum dissolved into the treat-

ment solution. The ICP-OES calibration was performed using blank solutions and matrix-

matched multi-element standard solutions in a concentration range from 0.02 to 10 mg/L. 
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2.1.5. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)  

The EIS experiment was carried out at open-circuit potential (OCP) in a 50 mL electrochem-

ical cell with a ≈0.2 cm2 electrode area. A classical three electrodes setup with an Ag/AgCl 

reference electrode (Metrohm AG, Swizterland) and a platinum counter electrode was used. 

The measurements were performed with a Metrohm-Autolab PGSTAT30 system (Metrohm-

Autolab, Switzerland). After the NaOH surface pretreatment, the aluminum sheet was directly 

mounted (pressed laterally against an O-ring) on the electrochemical cell, as shown in Figure 

2.1(iv). For each PA solution, a triplicate measurement was performed. The results were highly 

reproducible for each type of PA molecule and for simplicity, one selected plot has been pre-

sented.  An alternating voltage U(f)=10 mV was applied between the reference electrode and 

the working electrode (aluminum surface). The EIS experiment consists of a frequency scan 

from 100 kHz down to 2 mHz with the electrochemical current, I(f) recorded. The imped-

ance 𝑓  is then calculated. This frequency-dependent complex impedance can be com-

pared to an equivalent electronic circuit to gain physically quantitative insights. This analysis 

started with an equivalent circuit model that is well-established for a polymer coated-metal in 

a corrosive media[72] (Figure 2.2) and added two modifications: the first modification allows 

modeling interface heterogeneity in form of porous insulating cover layers. It is adopted from 

a previous work that used this approach to fit porous adsorbed polymer layers[73, 74]. The 

second modification allows inclusion of changes at the interface that are apparent at low fre-

quency (LF). Such changes are physically linked to morphological changes at the interface that 

are caused by bipolar resonances occurring in the small electrical field applied by EIS and re-

lated to the presence of partially mobile surface ionic species. This aspect is usually not imple-

mented in classical EIS analysis software, so in order to attain the necessary mathematical flex-

ibility a custom fitting software in Labview environment was programmed. The fitting 

argument was defined as the (complex absolute) difference between measured and calculated 

circuit impedance. Variations of the circuit values and enabled coefficients was done in manual 

iterations and in the direction to minimize the fitting argument on the entire frequency range. 

This semi-automated approach was necessary to avoid physically inappropriate solutions with 

this partially determined model. 
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Figure 2.2. equivalent electrical circuitry used for data fitting, including diffusion related 
Warburg impedance (ZW), solution resistance (Re), frequency dependent geometric interface 
capacitance (Cg(f)), frequency dependent interface- or charge transfer resistance (R(f)), and 

optional interface heterogeneity, modeled by a discrete Rp&Cp element. 

 

Figure 2.2. displays the equivalent circuit used for our fitting analysis; it includes the 

√
 Warburg impedance element to model the long-range diffusion of ions[75], as well as a 

customized frequency-dependent interface resistance(R(f)) and interface capacity (Cg(f)). In or-

der to capture changes of LF-impedance without introducing meaningless fitting features at 

higher frequency, the fitting functions are defined by an array of coefficients (Ci) and asymp-

totically convergence towards higher frequency. The frequency-dependent elements are thus 

mathematically represented in the form: 𝑅  𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑔 ∑ , where 𝑎 𝑓 log 𝑓 4. 

The coefficients Ci were fitted in semi-automatic iterations and values reproducing to a good 

visual fit are listed in the Appendix A, Table A.3. The optional parameters Cp, Rp were only 

enabled in the model if absolutely required to reproduce the overall shape of the curves. The 

simulation and fitting algorithm were programmed by Prof. Dr. Manfred Heuberger. 

2.1.6. Computational Details 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the DMol3 module in 

Materials Studio 2018[76]. The geometries of molecules were optimized using a functional 

B3LYP with the DNP 3.5 basis set, which predicts comparable geometries as accurately as the 

Gaussian basis sets do[77]. Several chemical descriptors were calculated based on the molecu-

lar electron properties computed at the same level theory, including vertical ionization potential 

(IP), vertical electron affinity (EA), and electronegativity (χ), by using the following equa-
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tion[78]: 𝜒  𝐼𝑃  𝐸𝐴 /2. The energy gap (ΔE) is also calculated from the energy differ-

ence between highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO)[79]: ∆𝐸 𝐸 𝐸 . The DFT calculation was supported by Jiuke 

Chen 

2.2. Ex Situ Surface Characterization 

2.2.1. Sample Preparation and Surface Treatment 

The aluminum sheet alkaline pretreatment and the PA surface treatment were described in 

section 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 respectively. The experimental procedure is also illustrated in Figure 2.3 

After PA surface treatment, the PA modified aluminum was immediately rinsed by MilliQ wa-

ter in air (Figure 2.3 iv), subsequently dried in an argon flow and then stored in a wafer shipper 

under the argon atmosphere (Figure 2.3 b) for XPS surface characterization (Figure 2.3 v). 

 

Figure 2.3. Sketch of the experimental procedure for the phosphonic acid (PA) treatment of 
an aluminum sheet and surface analysis, consisting of the following sequential steps: (i) alka-

line etching in NaOH followed by (ii) rinsing by MilliQ water in air and subsequent drying 
with argon flow. The thus obtained predefined oxide layer on the aluminum surface is further 
denoted as (a) LOX and was also characterized by XPS. (iii) PA surface treatment of LOX at pH 
 2 solution, followed by (iv) rinsing by MilliQ water in air and subsequent drying in argon 
flow. (b) The final PA modified aluminum oxide is stored in an argon desiccator. (iv) XPS 

analysis of the PA modified aluminum oxide.  
 

To improve the mass resolution of the ToF-SIMS analysis, the aluminum samples were me-

chanically polished to obtain a mirror finishing surface and then electro-polished in a perchloric 

acid solution at 8 V for 400 s at room temperature. Subsequently, the aluminum samples were 

rinsed with MilliQ water, dried with Argon flow and stored in the wafer shipper. The polished 

sheets were then treated with PA solutions, as described in section 2.1.3. The followed sample 

reparation for ToF-SIMS analysis is same as XPS mentioned above. 
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2.2.2. Surface Analysis by XPS and ToF-SIMS 

XPS surface analysis was performed with a Physical Electronics (PHI) Quantum 2000 X-ray 

photoelectron spectrometer using monochromatic AlKα radiation and a hemispherical analyzer, 

as equipped with a channel plate and a position-sensitive detector. The anode is operated at 15 

kV and 28.8 W with an analyzed sample area of about 150 µm in diameter. All data was col-

lected at an electron take-off angle of 45° with the analyzer operating in the constant pass energy 

mode. Survey spectra over the binding energy (BE) range from 0 to 1200 eV were acquired at 

a constant pass energy of 117.4 eV. Detailed spectra of the C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p, P 2s and upper 

valence band regions were recorded at a pass energy of 46.95 eV, resulting in an energy reso-

lution of 0.95 eV (as determined from the width of the Ag 3d5 peak). The P 2p signal has an 

interference with a plasmon originating from the neighboring Al 2s peak (in the binding energy 

range from 128.4 eV to 138.6 eV). Therefore, the P 2s peak was used for quantification. Ele-

mental concentrations were calculated in atomic percent using the Shirley-background cor-

rected integrated peak areas (as resolved after peak fitting using the Multipack software), while 

assuming a homogenous distribution of elements in the solid and applying the built-in PHI 

sensitivity factors provided by the equipment manufacturer. Only the O1s sensitivity factor was 

adapted to match the stoichiometric ratio of Al2O3 as measured for a sapphire reference. 

ToF-SIMS analysis of a selected number of PA-treated samples were performed on a ToF-

SIMS.5 from IONTOF GmbH, Germany, using a Bi32+ beam with an energy of 25 keV and a 

cycle time of 100 µs. An area of 500 x 500 µm2 was scanned 50 times with a resolution of 128 

x 128 pixels.  

2.3. In Situ Surface Characterization 

This setup consists of a custom designed UHV (10-9 mbar) transfer system used to connect 

the sputter chamber, glovebox, and XPS/HAXPES chamber as illustrated in Figure 2.4. With 

this experimental set up, the oxidation and contamination are limited to the minimum level. 
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Figure 2.4. Aluminum substrate production at I. sputter chamber, PA surface treatment in II. 
glovebox and surface characterization at III. XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) & 
HAXPES (Hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) chamber are connected via a vacuum 

transfer system to avoid oxidation/contamination in air; a vacuum intro chamber is used to 
transfer samples from air. 

 

Glovebox (noted as GB) is connected with a vacuum intro chamber to transfer samples from 

outside (in air), and an internal vacuum transfer system. The glovebox is filled with argon gas, 

where the O2 concentration is controlled c.a. 0.01 ppm; H2O concentration is controlled c.a. 

0.01 ppm. However, during the PA surface treatment in the GB, the O2 concentration increased 

up to maximum 0.05 ppm, and H2O concentration increased up to maximum 20 ppm due to the 

PA solution evaporation. 

2.3.1. PA Solution Preparation 

(4-cyanophenyl)phosphonic acid, namely CnPPA, (Abcr, 98%) and (4-methoxyphenyl)phos-

phonic acid, namely MtPPA, (Abcr, 95%) were used as received. 0.01 M PA solution was pre-

pared using MilliQ water (18.2 MΩ‧cm, Merck) in a centrifuge tube. For treatments inside 

glovebox, PA solutions were deaerated with an argon flow for 60 min; then the deaerated PA 

solution was sealed by a Parafilm and transferred in glovebox immediately. For treatments in 

air, the PA solutions were directly used after the preparation.  

2.3.2. Aluminum Substrate Preparation (Sputter Chamber) 

To increase the sensitivity and reproducibility of surface characterization, physical vapor dep-

osition (PVD) is used to obtain a fresh atomic flat aluminum layer on silicon wafer surface 
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(10×10 mm2). Aluminum layers of 500 nm thickness were grown by DC magnetron sputtering 

in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with base pressure lower than 5 x 10−9 mbar. The 

films were grown on Si (001) substrates that have 90 nm of a-Si3N4 on top (to prevent any 

intermixing or diffusion at the interface). The following deposition parameters have been used: 

80 W Al gun power, 0.5 Pa Ar pressure. Samples after deposition were directly transferred into 

the glovebox for surface treatment via a vacuum transfer system. The PVD deposition was 

supported by Dr. Cancellieri Claudia.  

2.3.3. Reference Aluminum Oxide/Hydroxides 

Crystalline aluminum oxide/hydroxide 

α-Al2O3 (sapphire)  [0001] was purchased from Crystec, Germany. Before the surface char-

acterization, sapphire was ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and isopropanol each for 10 min. α-

Al(OH)3 (Bayerite) was synthesized at lab. Aluminum sheets (99.9%, Raffinal) were polished 

with 2500 grit sandpaper and ultrasonically cleaned in MilliQ water for 5 min. Subsequently, 

for Bayerite synthesis, aluminum sheets were immersed in 100 mL and 50 ℃ MilliQ water for 

five days. Eventually, aluminum sheet was dried by Ar flow, and the crystal orientation was 

checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD characterization results are in Appendix C, 

Figure C.1. Then the reference crystalline samples were stored in glovebox. The synthesis of 

Bayerite was supported by Dr. Guseva Olga. 

Amorphous Aluminum Oxides/Hydroxide 

The native amorphous aluminum oxides/hydroxide are created by exposing PVD aluminum 

into different environments. A native aluminum oxide formed on PVD aluminum surface is 

created by storage of fresh PVD aluminum in glovebox for 10 min, namely ''Al-O GB'', as 

illustrate in Figure 2.4, green arrow ②. The other native aluminum oxide is formed by transfer 

PVD aluminum out of glovebox and exposure in air for 10 min, namely ''Al-O air''. Addition-

ally, ''Al-O GB'' was dipped into pure H2O for 5 min in glovebox and followed drying procedure 

in vacuum to create an aluminum hydroxide surface, namely ''H2O+Al-O GB''. 

2.3.4. PA Surface Treatment 

For the PA treatment in the glovebox, a stored in glovebox PVD aluminum substrate (Al-O 

GB) was dipped into PA solution for 5 min, subsequently rinsed by H2O for three times. Due 

to the limitation of sample handling in glovebox, instead of drying sample by Ar flow, the H2O 
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rinsed sample was stored in a vacuum chamber (10-9 bar) for 30 min to dry the residual H2O on 

surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.4, green line②. The CnPPA and MtPPA treated aluminum 

oxide in glovebox is named ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' and ''Al-O+MtPPA GB'' respectively. For the 

PA surface treatment in air, a fresh PVD aluminum substrate was firstly removed out of glove-

box. Then the PVD aluminum substrate was dipped into PA solution for 5 min, followed with 

three times H2O rinsing and Ar flow drying in air. Afterwards, the treated sample was trans-

ferred back into glovebox ready for surface characterization. The CnPPA and MtPPA treated 

aluminum oxide in air is named ''Al-O+CnPPA air'' and ''Al-O+MtPPA air'' respectively. Each 

PA treatment condition was repeated for three times. Abbreviations of these PA modified alu-

minum oxides are listed in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. The summary of the abbreviations of reference native amorphous aluminum oxide 
and PA modified aluminum oxide. Additionally, a metallic PVD Al sample is also listed here 

created in ultra-high vacuum (UHV). 

surface treatment abbreviation 

direct transformation of a PVD Al sample from sputter chamber to 
XPS/HAXPES surface characterization via UHV transfer system 

Metallic Al 

storage of a PVD Al sample in glovebox Al-O GB 

exposure of a PVD Al sample in air Al-O air 

immersion of a ''Al-O GB'' in a deaerated H2O in glovebox Al-O+H2O GB 

CnPPA modified PVD Al sample in glovebox Al-O+CnPPA GB 

CnPPA modified PVD Al sample in air Al-O+CnPPA air 

MtPPA modified PVD Al sample in glovebox Al-O+MtPPA GB 

MtPPA modified PVD Al sample in air Al-O+MtPPA air 

 

2.3.5. HAXPES/XPS 

The PA modified PVD aluminum oxides and reference aluminum oxide/hydroxides (crystal-

line and amorphous structure) were quantitatively evaluated by X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) and hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES). Analysis using HAXPES 

and XPS was performed with a PHI Quantes spectrometer (ULVAC-PHI, Japan) equipped with 

a conventional Al-Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV) and a high energy Cr-Kα (5414.7 eV) X-ray 

source. Both sources are high flux focused monochromatic X-ray beams that can be scanned 

across the sample surface selected area. All data was collected at an electron take-off angle of 
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45° with the analyzer. The energy scale of the hemispherical analyzer was calibrated according 

to ISO 15472 by referencing the Au 4f7/2 and Cu 2p3/2 main peaks (as measured in situ for 

corresponding sputter-cleaned, high-purity metal references) to the recommended binding en-

ergy (BE) positions of 83.96 eV and 932.62 eV, respectively. Charge neutralization during each 

measurement cycle was accomplished by a dual beam charge neutralization system, employing 

low energy electron and Ar ion beams (1 V bias, 20 mA current). The core level measurements 

with both sources were performed in high-power mode. The electron beam is scanned to de-

concentrate heat dissipation; hence, the analysis is performed along a line 1.4 mm long. The 

step size and pass energy for core level measurements were 0.13 eV and 69 eV respectively, 

for both sources (surveys were acquired at 280 eV pass energy and 0.5 eV step)[80]. XPS meas-

ured detailed spectra of the C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p, P 2s, O KLL, upper valence band regions and 

HAXPES measured detailed spectra of C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p, P 1s, O KLL, Al KLL were recorded 

at pass energy of 69 eV and 0.13 eV step. The metallic Al 2p peak is taken as reference at 73 

eV [81]and all the energy scales are shifted accordingly. When Al metallic peak is not available 

(like in crystal aluminum oxide/hydroxides), alignment of the energy scale has been done using 

the C1s peak at 286.2 eV.  The atomic concentrations were calculated from the peak areas after 

Shirley background subtraction using the predefined sensitivity factors in the MultiPak 9.9 soft-

ware provided by ULVAC-PHI. The XPS/HAXPES measurement was supported by Dr. Can-

cellieri Claudia. 
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Chapter 3. Two Steady State Adsorption Modes of Phos-
phonic Acids on Aluminum Surface 

The following results of this chapter were published as a research article:  Zhao R, Schmutz 

P, Jeurgens L P H, Chen J, Gooneie A, Ott N, Gaan S, and Heuberger M. ACS Applied Mate-

rials & Interfaces, 2022, 14(34): 39467-39477. The major part of this work was done by Zhao 

R. Schmutz P and Ott N supervised the electrochemical measurement. Heuberger M pro-

grammed the fitting algorithm of electrochemical impedance test results. Chen J and Gooneie 

A did the density function calculation of phosphonic acid molecules. Gaan S, Schmutz P, Jeur-

gens LPH, and Heuberger M contributed to the discussion and further correction of this paper. 

The critical challenges of aluminum surface treatment by phosphonic acid (PA) have been 

stated in Chapter 1. Facing these challenges, this chapter investigates the charges and species 

transfer processes on the aluminum surface in the phosphonic acid (PA) solution including alu-

minum dissolution, precipitation of aluminum-phosphonate complexes and PA adsorption/ de-

sorption. To explore these dynamic processes on the electrochemically unstable aluminum sur-

face, techniques such as inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) 

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are employed. The PA molecular steric and 

electron environment effects are systematically compared. Firstly, theoretical charges and spe-

cies transfer rating modes on the aluminum surface in the acidic PA solution (pH≈2) are estab-

lished. Then a steady state aluminum dissolution/ PA adsorption is observed by ICP-OES, 

which shows a constantly increasing rate of aluminum concentration as a function of time. 

Meanwhile, it also indicates the PA molecular structural effect on the efficiency of aluminum 

dissolution inhibition. In parallel, detailed EIS study distinguishes the two steady state adsorp-

tion modes of PA molecules on aluminum surface, i.e. dissolution limiting physisorption, and 

unstable/ stable chemisorption. Based on the understanding of fundamental relationships among 

PA molecular effects, the steady state interface morphology as well as the steady sate aluminum 

dissolution rate, a more differentiated molecular structure related description of the aluminum 

dissolution inhibition of PA molecules via molecular DFT calculations are carefully discussed 

in the end of this chapter. 
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3.1. Results and Discussion 

3.1.1. Charges and Species Transfer Rate Model 

The air-exposed aluminum surface is covered with a nanometer thick native aluminum ox-

ide/hydroxide whose structure depends on its environmental exposure history. Thus, a pretreat-

ment process involving an alkaline (NaOH) etching was performed on the aluminum samples 

to get a reproducible thin[82] aluminum oxide/hydroxide surface (LOX) before the phosphonic 

acid (PA) treatment. Then the aluminum surface undergoes a series of changes during the PA 

treatment.  

 Owing to the low pH of the considered solution, it is expected that the thin fresh aluminum 

oxide is dissolved firstly then metallic aluminum substrate continues to dissolve into the acidic 

PA solution. The here used in-situ experimental methods are not sensitive to detect the transi-

tion of fresh aluminum oxide dissolution to metallic aluminum dissolution. This missing infor-

mation is discussed in Chapter 4. Thus, in the following discussion and for pure simplicity, the 

dissolution of the initial LOX film is not taken into account. The aluminum surface during the 

PA treatment undergoes a series of transformations, which are illustrated in a simplified mech-

anism shown in Figure 3.1. Together with the covalent binding between PA and aluminum[56], 

these mechanisms give rise to a dynamic aluminum-PA solution interface with a rate balance 

among aluminum dissolution with low-soluble complex formation (A), PA physisorption/de-

sorption (B)  and PA chemisorption (C).  

 

Figure 3.1. Simplified rate model of charges and species transfer on the aluminum surface in 
pH≈2 phosphonic acid (PA) solution. The main processes involve (A) aluminum dissolution 

with aluminum-phosphonate complex solvation, (B) PA physisorption on the surface, and (C) 
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chemisorption of PA on the surface. This model distinguishes between monodentate and bi-
dentate chemisorption. 

 

The aluminum dissolution (Figure 3.1(A)) in the PA solution (pH≈2) starts with the attack of 

the Al-Al bonds by hydronium (H3O+) and initially leads to formation of aluminum-phospho-

nate salt complexes. A rate constant K0 is assigned for this step. The physisorption (rate con-

stants K1, K2) of PA molecules is controlled by Van der Waals and ionic PA-aluminum surface 

interactions. The surface proximity and mobility of the physisorbed state helps to initiate the 

energetically more stable chemisorption (K3, K4). Once a PA molecule is chemisorbed in the 

monodentate state, it can be further transformed into the bidentate chemisorbed state (K5, K6). 

Depending on steric and binding energetics, direct dissolution of monodentate aluminum-phos-

phonate complexes via hydrolysis is possible (K7); meanwhile, dissolution of bidentate com-

pounds is energetically less likely (K8). It is also expected that there is an excess accumulation 

of physisorbed ionic complexes at or near the interface due to their low solubility. 

The number of aluminum reactive sites available on surface is noted as N. In this pH≈2 solu-

tion, a non-equilibrium environment exists, since any attractive/binding interactions between 

PA molecules and aluminum slow down aluminum dissolution, which means K0>K7>K8≈0; in 

the rate model, the number of aluminum sites that can be dissolved is denoted as ND. The phy-

sisorption (Figure 3.1(B)) of PA molecules on the aluminum surface covers some of these re-

active sites and moderates aluminum dissolution; the number of hence dynamically protected 

sites is referred to as NP. In absence of chemisorption (i.e. K3=0) a steady state is reached as 

follows: 

when K1/K2<1, then NP≪ND, aluminum is dissolved at a high rate; on the other hand, when 

K1/K2>1, the aluminum dissolution rate is reduced by physisorbed species and the steady state 

interface can be characterized by ≅ 𝜎 ∙ , where 𝜎 is the effective number of aluminum at-

oms kinetically protected by adsorbed PA molecules. As a result, the steady state aluminum 

dissolution rate is directly related to the inhibition efficiency of the PA molecules with an inhi-

bition factor, ω, defined as ω ∝ ∝ 𝐾 . 

In the presence of chemisorption (Figure 3.1(C)), the situation is significantly changed; 

namely, when 1≤ K1/K2˂ K3/K4, the physisorbed PA will mostly transform into chemisorbed 

PA. Aluminum sites protected by chemisorbed PA shall be denoted as NC1 (monodentate) and 

NC2 (bidentate); Since the chemisorption of PA proceeds via covalent interaction with alumi-

num surface, the chemisorption process can have a higher protective effect and hence reduces 
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aluminum dissolution rates even more, comparing to physisorption alone. In the limiting case 

for strong bidentate adsorption (K5/K6>>1) and negligible direct desorption of chemisorbed 

species (K7≈K8≈0), it then follows: ≅ 𝜎 ∙ ∙ ∙ . In this case where most steady state 

adsorbed PA is linked to the aluminum surface via bidentate binding mode, the maximum in-

hibition factor, ꞷ, can be expressed as ω ∝ ∝ 𝐾 . 

This "limiting case" discussion illustrates how effective a reaction cascade of (Figure 3.1(B)) 

and (Figure 3.1(C)) can chiefly populate the chemisorbed states and hence dynamically reduce 

the aluminum dissolution rate to negligible values, albeit never reaching zero. 

The population of physisorbed phosphonic acid, NP, is a thermodynamic prerequisite for a 

more stable chemisorption (NC) with a covalent binding strength that is affected by the phos-

phorus electron environment. The steady state number-ratio between physisorbed and chemi-

sorbed states is principally determined by K3/K4. 

In addition, PA can form a bidentate chemisorbed state at a ratio K5/K6 relative to the mono-

dentate state. It is important to note that both, monodentate and bidentate states can probably 

directly desorb in form of bivalent or monovalent Al1+ and Al2+ salt complexes. This mecha-

nism is included in the rate model via rate constants K7 and K8. Due to adsorption energetics, it 

is expected that the general case is K7>K8≈0, and for hydrocarbon substituents (R) of PA mol-

ecules a steric effect is expected that specifically alters K4 and K7. 

Shortly after the immersion of the aluminum sheet into the pH≈2 PA solutions, phosphonic 

acid molecules directly react with a hydrolyzed aluminum surface, which defines time t0=0. 

According to the rate model (Figure 3.1), the aluminum dissolution rate is initially high and the 

population of physisorbed and chemisorbed states is low. Due to the multi-step adsorption cas-

cade, the bidentate chemisorbed state has the longest time constant to reach steady state popu-

lation. A steady state can be defined as an asymptotic state when aluminum dissolution rate and 

populations of physisorbed and chemisorbed states no longer change with time (see Appendix 

A, Figure A.1). Numerical time-integration simulation (Figure A.1) was performed to illustrate 

how this transition towards steady state occurs, in presence of physisorption with and without 

the possibility to ensue monodentate or bidentate chemisorption. Figure A.1 clearly demon-

strates how chemisorbed states, if they exist, are predominantly populated at steady state. It is 

worth noting that due to the adsorption cascade, the bidentate chemisorbed state has the longest 

time constant to reach steady state population but nevertheless, its population can actually dom-

inate at steady state. 
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3.1.2. Aluminum Dissolution Inhibition 

It was experimentally verified that the aluminum dissolution rates are indeed constant as ex-

pected for a steady state scenario. Figure 3.2a) displays the aluminum elemental concentration 

in the PA solution as a function of time, as determined from ICP-OES. The experimental data 

is listed in the supporting information Table A.2. The linear slopes fitted to these data points 

indicates constant aluminum dissolution rates (K0), which significantly vary with molecular 

structure, as listed in Table 3.1. The linear fitting demonstrates that during the treatment, steady 

state conditions are maintained for at least 240 min. This important finding strongly supports 

the steady state assumption raised by the simplified rate model earlier in this section. It is also 

worth noting that the steady state rates actually vary over more than two orders of magnitude 

between the different types of phosphonic acids studied in this work, which strongly supports 

the multi-step adsorption nature. 

 

Figure 3.2. ICP-OES measurement of supernatant aluminum concentration as a function of 
immersion time, where the experimental data are presented with symbols and error bars and 
the line shows the linear on; a) phosphonic acid molecules with low, medium and high disso-
lution inhibition; b) enlarged caption for tBPA, MtPPA and PePA with high dissolution inhi-

bition. 
 

Although a detailed discussion about the effect of different PA molecules will follow later, it 

is obviously noted from the rates (i.e. slopes) in Figure 3.2 a and b that molecules with higher 
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steric effect (group b and c molecules in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3) and electron donating nature 

(MtPPA) enhance the molecules' dynamic steady state protection capability on an aluminum 

surface, i.e. increase the aluminum dissolution inhibition factor ω. Previous work also reported 

that only high steric organic acids acted as aluminum dissolution inhibitor[83, 84]. When the 

modest aluminum dissolution inhibition obtained in H3PO3 solution (ωH3PO3) is considered as 

a benchmark reference, the relative enhanced inhibition factor of other PA molecules (ωPA) 

referring to ωH3PO3 can be expressed relatively as:  . 

The experimental values are shown in Table 3.1 and organized according to the groups defined 

in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3. It clearly shows that with the increased molecular steric effect (group 

b and c), the aluminum dissolution is ten to hundred times hindered comparing to group a. 

 

Table 3.1. Aluminum dissolution rate K0, and relative aluminum dissolution inhibition factor, 
𝜔  in various PA solutions referring to H3PO3 solution. 

 group a) group b) group c) 
PA molecule H3PO3 MPA EPA tBPA BPA PePA CnPPA PPA MtPPA 

K0 [10-3 ppm/min] 67.0 35.2 17.5 0.8 2.6 0.2 9.9 6.6 1.2 

𝜔  1.0 1.9 3.8 83.8 25.8 335 6.8 10.2 55.8 

  

3.1.3. PA Adsorption on Aluminum Surface 

Due to the steady state condition, meaningful electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

measurements were possible in solutions containing each of the PA molecular structures. EIS 

measures the complex impedance as a function of frequency, Z(f), while a small amplitude AC 

voltage, U(f)≈10 mV is applied to drive charge carriers between reference electrode and work-

ing electrode (aluminum surface) with the electrochemical current measured. It is standard to 

further analyze the resulting complex impedance 𝑍 𝑓  data using an electrical equiva-

lent circuit. A semi-automated custom fitting tool is used (written in LabView) to allow flexible 

inclusion of non-standard elements into established electrochemical equivalent circuit models. 

The measured EIS data are displayed in Figure 3.3 as points in the Nyquist-plots of experi-

mental results and the fitted impedances from the equivalent model are shown as plain lines. 

Bode plots and detailed fitting parameters are also available in the Appendix A, as shown in 

Figure A.2. 
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Figure 3.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement of aluminum in dif-
ferent solutions of phosphonic acid (PA) molecules at pH≈2; the different investigated mole-
cules are grouped as shown in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3; original data are plotted as symbols 
and plain lines represent the fitted equivalent models; a) low steric series: H3PO3, MPA, 

EPA; b) high steric series: tBPA, BPA, PePA; c) high steric with varied electronic environ-
ment: CnPPA, PPA, MtPPA. The impedance data measured at 0.1 Hz and 0.01 Hz are 

marked on the plots as enlarged circle and square, respectively to mark the limits of the low 
frequency domain. 
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The equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.2 is used to fit the impedance data and interpret the 

physical meaning of its frequency dependence. The elements in the circuit can always be de-

composed into serial or parallel segments; these are adding directly or reciprocally. In our ex-

ample, Re and ZW act in series and are also in series with the parallel junction of Cg(f) to R(f). A 

capacitance represents an -90° off-phase element with an impedance 𝑍  that decreases 

towards higher frequency 𝑓 . Towards high frequency (HF), the capacitor Cg(f) (and Cp) 

exhibit vanishingly small impedance. For that reason Re and ZW, whichever is higher, dominates 

the total impedance at HF. In this HF range, EIS essentially senses ionic motion in the solution 

and not at the interface. As the frequency decreases, the interface impedance of Cg(f) increases 

accordingly, exceeding Re+ZW , but always limited by R(f) plus optionally (Rp&Cp), which will 

then become the prevailing impedance at low frequency (LF), where EIS essentially senses the 

(complex) interface consisting processes (A), (B) and (C) mentioned in Figure 3.1. The equiv-

alent circuit fitting allows extraction of all that information at once, with varying sensitivity in 

different frequency ranges. Cg(f) and R(f) together form a parallel Rp&Cp gate, which leads to 

the common semicircle of an electrochemical cell on a Nyquist plot. 

To model lateral heterogeneity occurring at the aluminum/ PA solution interface, an optional 

Rp&Cp gate was added. The optional Rp&Cp gate was already previously proposed to model the 

presence of pores in a polymer thin film on the electrode surface[72]. The idea is that in our 

surface functionalizing situation, the protective adsorbed film is partly inhomogeneous and 

leaky (acting like the pores in a thicker coating) with Re, inside which the ions can move closer 

to the aluminum electrode and form another double layer (Cp), and also add a local charge 

transfer (Rp). Such an optional "pore" element can introduce an additional semicircle feature in 

the Nyquist plot, particularly if there is a predominant or monomodal "pore" morphology. 

An important new feature of our fitting algorithm is that R(f) or Cg(f) can be allowed to change 

their values in the LF-regime; note that, at LF the EIS spectra contain information about elec-

trochemical changes occurring directly at the interface. For mobile or "unstably adsorbed" ionic 

species on surfaces, small configuration/morphology changes can be generated and detected by 

the EIS induced field perturbation. The fitted functions for R(f) and Cg(f) are thus displayed in  

Figure 3.4 with an emphasis on the low frequency domain; they sense the response of the ad-

sorbed interface layer to the small electrical fields generated by EIS, which is illustrated in 

Figure 3.1. In the following, the EIS results are discussed in detail with reference to three groups 

based on the PA molecular structure mentioned in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3. 
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3.1.3.1. Low Steric PA 

The first group a) is characterized by the build-up of a typical capacitive Nyquist-semicircle 

reminiscent of a simple electrochemical reaction. The impedance of aluminum surface follows 

a sequence at low frequency ZH3PO3≈ 21 kΩ< ZMPA≈ 45 kΩ< ZEPA≈ 160 kΩ (see Appendix A, 

Figure A.2): 

H3PO3: The Nyquist plot of PA (Figure 3.3a) shows a single semicircle, defined by Cg(f), R(f) 

exhibiting a rather small impedance ≈21 kΩ, followed by a 45° increase of impedance at far 

LF. This final increase corresponds to a ZW=1.2 kΩ Warburg impedance element, and describes 

the ionic diffusion limit (typically controlled by the large amount of aluminum-phosphonate 

complexes diffusing away from the surface and detected by ICP-OES). The (short-range) solu-

tion resistance Re=1.3 kΩ, is found to be of similar order to the Warburg impedance element. 

On the other hand, the maximum impedance of the interface (at LF) is more than an order of 

magnitude higher than the solution resistance (Re), which suggests that there must be an ele-

vated charge transfer resistance due to a kinetic barrier at the surface. It is thus indicative for a 

rate limiting adsorbed layer of low-solubility aluminum-phosphonate complexes. The interface 

capacitance (Cg(f)), shows a remarkable increase (Figure 3.4a) at LF, indicating significant res-

onance ion mobilization and/or thinning of this kinetic barrier layer. The resistance of the in-

terface (R(f)), meanwhile decreases only by a small amount. Altogether, this can be interpreted 

as the signature of a loosely physisorbed layer of aluminum-phosphonate complexes that 

slightly slows down ion-diffusion at the interface and can easily be mobilized with the low 

amplitude LF-voltage. 

MPA and EPA: Methylphosphonic acid (MPA) and ethylphosphonic acid (EPA) have simi-

lar Nyquist curves (Figure 3.3a) and are equally characterized by a single semicircle.  A LF-

falloff in impedance bends the circles over; this can only be described by a falloff of resistance 

at the interface (R(f)) to a final value around ≈13.5 kΩ (Figure 3.4a); it is noted that this final 

value is similar to the one found for H3PO3 ≈19.2 kΩ, indicating a morphologically similar 

layer. Before the LF-falloff occurs, MPA exhibits a maximum impedance of ≈45 kΩ; which is 

even exceeded by EPA to ≈160 kΩ (Bode plot shown in Figure A.2). Together, these findings 

indicate that both form a slightly more (or laterally more homogeneous) physisorbed layer that 

acts as a slightly more effective ion diffusion barrier than H3PO3, yet they can also be readily 

mobilized in a small amplitude LF-field. This LF-mobilization is again accompanied by a sig-

nificant increase of interface capacitance (Cg(f))—underlying again the inherent morphologic 

similarity to above H3PO3 interface barrier. Note that the sequence of increasing physisorption 
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and increasing barrier effect seen in this group is in agreement with the increasing steric size 

(i.e. Van der Waals interaction) and hydrophobicity (i.e. lower solubility) of the functional 

group. 

   
Figure 3.4. Trend analysis of LF-fitted interfacial resistance (R(f)) and capacitance (Cg(f)), 

sorted by the three groups of investigated phosphonic acids, namely a) low steric, b) high ste-
ric and c) high steric with varied electron environment. The fitting functions (see also experi-
mental section) were chosen to capture changes at low frequency, while preserving an asymp-

totic behavior at higher frequency, where EIS is less sensitive to changes of interfacial 
properties. 
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3.1.3.2. High Steric PA 

The second group b) is characterized by Nyquist graphs that exhibit a semicircle with an 

extended high-impedance LF-tail, followed by a minor falloff at ultra-low frequency (f< 0.01 

Hz) (Figure 3.3b). Note that the semi-circle, i.e. particularly tert-butylphosphonic acid (tBPA), 

shows early signs of splitting into two circles, which is indicative for interface inhomogeneity 

in form of a monomodal pore-like diffusion barrier[73, 74]. Remarkably, the impedance PA 

adsorbed aluminum surface in this group b) is an order of magnitude higher than in group a), 

namely around ≈1.2 MΩ-1.7 MΩ. LF-fitting reveals that the R(f) impedance is increasing within 

this group (Figure 3.4b), which signifies a very clear quantitative distinction to group a). Com-

pared to group a) molecules, it is concluded that molecules from group b) form a different and 

stronger bond to the surface. Furthermore, the remarkable increase of interface capacity is no 

longer observed, suggesting that the adsorbed film is rather chemisorbed than physisorbed be-

cause it cannot be mobilized or thinned. The author hypothesizes that the chemisorbed PA mol-

ecules in this group b) on the aluminum surface protect the Al-Al bonds. With the rate model 

discussed in Figure 3.1, this type of protection must involve coverage of a certain minimal 

surface area, and furthermore, collective effects between PA molecules may play a role. Since 

the phosphonic acid anchor group is formally the same for all molecules in this study, the dif-

ference must be linked mainly to the steric size of the functional group (-R) attached to the 

phosphonic acid anchor group. The chemical structure in group b) indeed provides larger steric 

volume and is thus likely to cover a larger neighboring surface area. It is thus justified from the 

results to name this group "high steric". 

tBPA: After an initial strong increase of R(f), presumably due to a protective chemisorption, 

tert-butylphosphonic acid exhibits a rather sharp limiting LF-falloff, suggesting that the initial 

protective effect is ultimately lost towards the DC limit (Figure 3.4b). In contrast to group a) 

there is only very little change of the interface capacity, suggesting that there is no significant 

mobilization of excess physisorbed ions at the interface. It is noted that this finding could par-

tially also be explained by a lower solubility of complexes due to the presence of a more hy-

drophobic tert-butyl group. 

BPA and PePA: The EIS response of benzylphosphonic acid (BPA) and (2-phe-

nylethyl)phosphonic acid (PePA) are similar to tBPA, albeit there is no LF-impedance falloff 

(Figure 3.3b and Figure 3.4b). Both molecules indicate a continuously increasing interface R(f) 

at low frequency (≤1 Hz) and, like tBPA, only small changes in Cg(f) (i.e. minor mobilization). 
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In contrast to tBPA, these two phosphonic acids exhibit phenyl functional groups, which seem 

to be sterically efficient and stable ionic barriers. 

3.1.3.3. High Steric PA with Varied Electron Environment 

The third group c) is plotted by Nyquist graphs that exhibit high maximum impedances (Fig-

ure 3.3c), suggesting the capability to form long-term chemisorbed layers (that is referred to 

surface passivation in the field of corrosion) protected by a phenyl group also seen to be effec-

tive in group b). While all three molecules in this group c) are composed of phenyl group and 

thus offer comparable steric, the substituents on the para position of phenyl group are used to 

introduce a systematic variation of the PA molecular electron environment, i.e. phosphonic acid 

anchor group electron density, as shown in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3; this is expected to affect the 

strength of chemisorption of P-O-Al bonds. Indeed, it is observed that a clear correlation be-

tween the fitted LF-falloff (Figure 3.4c) and electronic environment variations of the functional 

group. It is noted that all molecules in this group still show signs of pore-like heterogeneity at 

the electrochemical interface and the Cp&Rp gate was consequently activated in the equivalent 

circuit to obtain better fitting. 

CnPPA and PPA: (4-cyanophenyl)phosphonic acid (CnPPA) has a strong electron withdraw-

ing effect on phosphonic acid anchor group. It exhibits a broad and continuous decrease of R(f) 

(Figure 3.4c). Similar to group b), Cg(f) does not significantly change over a broad frequency 

range, except at ultra-low frequency. A very similar behavior is observed for phenylphosphonic 

acid (PPA). The phenyl group here also reduces the electron density of the phosphonic acid 

anchor group. 

MtPPA: the presence of cyano group of (4-methoxyphenyl)phosphonic acid (MtPPA) has a 

strong electron donating methoxy group that increases the electron density of phosphonic acid 

anchor group. Accordingly, the LF-fitted interface resistance is continuously increasing, i.e. the 

LF-falloff due to electron withdrawing seen in CnPPA and PPA is no longer detected (Figure 

3.4c). 

The physisorption, chemisorption and desorption processes of different PA molecules on the 

aluminum surface discussed in Figure 3.1 are the main factors changing the aluminum surface 

impedance (ZAl_surface, obtained from Bold plot as shown in Figure A.2). The adsorbed PA mol-

ecules can reduce the steady state charges and species transfer on the aluminum surface, which 

means the inhibition factor of aluminum in various PA molecule solutions is correlating well to 
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the aluminum surface impedance, 𝜔 ∝ ∝ ZAl_surface. Taking the aluminum surface imped-

ance in H3PO3 solution as the reference, the relative increased inhibition effect of other PA 

molecules can be calculated as: _

_
 . 

The results are summarized in Table 3.2, and it is clear that increased steric effect increased 

ꞷPA significantly. The electron withdrawing effect destabilizes the chemisorbed PA molecules 

on the aluminum surface while electron donating effect has the opposite effect.  

 

Table 3.2. Aluminum surface impedance (ZAl_surface) and relative aluminum dissolution inhibi-
tion effect derived from low frequency impedance in various phosphonic acid (PA) solutions 

referring to H3PO3 solution (ωPA). 

PA molecule 
group a) group b) group c) 

H3PO3 MPA EPA tBPA BPA PePA CnPPA PPA MtPPA 
Z Al_surface (MΩ) 0.021 0.045 0.16 1.26 0.99 1.65 1.26 0.77 1.35 

ωPA 1.0 2.1 7.6 60.0 47.1 78.6 60.0 36.7 64.3 

 

It is interesting to compare the aluminum-dissolution results of Table 3.1 with the EIS findings 

of Table 3.2. In particular, there is a general correlation between steady state dissolution rate 

and aluminum surface impedance as displayed in Figure 3.5. The low-frequency (LF) alumi-

num surface impedance is considered here since it is a good measure for the aluminum disso-

lution resistance directly at the interface, e.g. in the adsorbed PA layer on aluminum surface. 

There are two linear correlation, and it confirms that the aluminum dissolution rate is limited 

by different types of adsorbed layers. Both appear as an interfacial resistance, i.e. LF-impedance 

in EIS and likely consist of adsorbed phosphonic acid and related ionic aluminum complexes. 

Our systematic variation of phosphonic acid structure in Figure 3.5 thus allows to make the 

following three general statements: 

1. A growing steric size of the PA molecules increases the dynamic protection of the 

aluminum surface during the treatment time. 

2. Low steric PA molecules hinder aluminum dissolution via physisorbed aluminum-

phosphonate complex  

3. High steric PA molecules provide good aluminum dissolution inhibition via chemi-

sorbed PA layer. 

4. PA molecular electron withdrawing effect destabilizes chemisorbed states. 
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Figure 3.5. Summary of phosphonic acid (PA) molecules inhibition effect (ωPA) in terms of 
relative aluminum dissolution rate (by ICP-OES) and of aluminum surface impedance (by 

EIS) referring to H3PO3. The lower dashed line shows that the increased steric effect of low 
steric PA enhanced dynamic diffusion barrier (aluminum-phosphonate complex) on aluminum 
surface; the upper dashed line shows that the high steric PA molecules create a chemisorbed 
layer on aluminum surface, whereas, the stability of chemisorbed PA varied with molecular 

electron environment. 
 

3.1.4. Theoretical Molecule Calculations 

Computation tools are increasingly used to study adsorbate interaction with various metal 

surfaces[85]. Thus, in this work DFT calculations were performed on PA molecules to get in-

sights into the molecular characteristics, i.e. energy gap (ΔE) and the electronegativity (χ). The 

relevant data is presented in Figure 3.6 and Appendix A, Table A.4. For a given reaction and 

similar reactants, the energy gap is related to the reactivity of the reactant[86]. The electroneg-

ativity (χ) represents the ability of an atom to attract shared electrons of a covalent bond (P-O-

Al): atoms with similar χ produce a more balanced covalent bond, whereas a higher difference 

in χ leads to a more polar covalent bond, which also tends to be more susceptible to desorption 

also represented by K7 and K8 in Figure 3.1. 

Looking at the big picture, it is interesting to note that the right half of Figure 3.6 represents a 

group of molecules with theoretically relatively slow chemisorption rates and it indeed consists 

of group a) plus tBPA. Since in our steady-state experiment, the rate of chemisorption forms a 
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dynamic balance with the aluminum dissolution rate (Figure 3.1), a relatively low chemisorp-

tion rate seems to explain why physisorption remains the predominant adsorption mode for this 

group of molecules, as seen in EIS experiments—ionic complexes are then formed faster than 

covalently chemisorbed PA-layers. 

Likewise, the left half of Figure 3.6 represents the group of molecules with theoretically rela-

tively higher chemical reactivity and it correlates remarkably well with the molecules of group 

b) and c), except tBPA, that are indeed identified as "mainly chemisorbed" by EIS (Figure 3.5). 

The blue arrow in Figure 3.6 indicates the direction of increasing aluminum dissolution inhibi-

tion. There is obviously a good agreement between calculated electronegativity and bond sta-

bility in EIS LF-electric field, which could identify a critical factor for the high inhibition per-

formance of BPA and PePA. Similar effects due to electronegativity were also previously 

observed in other DFT simulations[87]. 

Despite the here presented "big picture" agreements, the present DFT calculations cannot as-

sess the complexity of the dynamic adsorption process nor consider details of the resulting 

modified oxide morphology[88, 89].  

 

Figure 3.6. Density function theory (DFT) calculated PA molecular electronegativity (χ) ver-
sus energy gap (ΔE). The dash arrow shows the increased experimental inhibition effect of 

aluminum dissolution found experimentally.  
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3.2. Conclusion 

A selection of nine different phosphonic acid (PA) molecules was used to comparatively study 

their steady state adsorption behavior at the dynamically dissolving aluminum surface at pH≈2. 

The results reveal existence and details of two distinct steady state adsorption modes. 

Aluminum dissolution was found to vary over two orders of magnitude leading to effective 

passivation only for specific PA molecular structures (with optimal steric and electron environ-

ment effects). Systematic variations of the functional group attached to phosphonic acid anchor 

group allowed differentiation between PA molecular steric and electron environment effects. 

The steady state nature of this unique and technologically relevant solid-liquid interface is 

demonstrated via time-resolved ICP-OES measurements and then discoursed in terms of a pro-

posed rate model. The results suggest that PA molecules with high molecular steric can inhibit 

aluminum dissolution, whereas low steric PA molecules are less effective. 

EIS was used to investigate details of charges and species transfer at aluminum-PA solution 

interface. EIS data is analyzed using an enhanced equivalent circuit model that allows identifi-

cation and discussion of changes in low-frequency adsorbed PA film ionic resistance. The anal-

ysis shows that the selected molecules can be grouped into three groups of distinctive electro-

chemical behavior. 

The first group a) of low steric PA molecules seems to form a weakly physisorbed diffusion 

barrier, consisting of aluminum-phosphonate complexes. The solubility of these complexes de-

creases with increased PA steric (from H3PO3 to EPA), though the aluminum dissolution re-

mains relatively high.  

It is found that the dynamic stability at PA solution-aluminum interface increases to a higher 

level when PA molecular steric increases in groups b) and c). A very different behavior is ob-

served, where energetically more stable chemisorbed states are populated. Specifically, tert-

butyl group (tBPA) and aromatic structures (PPA, BPA, CnPPA, MtPPA, PePA) generally pro-

vide high steric effect that are favorable for chemisorption. However, in group c), the covalent 

P-O-Al bond stability can be significantly weakened via electron withdrawing effect.  

The discussed correlations between DFT-calculated PA molecule electron properties (electro-

negativity and energy gap) and experimental data are remarkable, despite the substantial sim-

plifications made.   
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Chapter 4. Phosphonic Acid Structural Effect on Adsorbate 
Layer and Adsorbent Aluminum Oxide  

This chapter is adapted from a scientific manuscript in preparation for publication with mul-

tiple co-authors: Zhao R, Patrik S, Gaan S, Crockett R, Hauert R, Heuberger M and Jeurgens L 

P H. The major part of this work was done by Zhao R. Hauert R supervised the XPS surface 

characterization. Crockett R performed the ToF-SIMS measurement. Patrik S, Gaan S, Heu-

berger M and Jeurgens L P H contributed to the discussion and correction of this paper. 

After the PA adsorption process on the aluminum surface as described in Chapter 3, the treated 

aluminum sheet is removed from the PA solution and rinsed by H2O in air. The dynamic charge- 

and species- transfer process on the aluminum surface is then stopped. A final state of PA mod-

ified aluminum oxide is obtained. Chapter 4 continues to study the PA molecular structural 

effect on such final modified aluminum oxide surface. Firstly, the adsorbate PA layer is char-

acterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to investigate the PA structural effects on 

the stratification of PA layer with aluminum oxide layer as a function of prior adsorption time. 

A novel concept a dimensionless stratification factor is introduced to describe the stratification 

level of adsorbate PA molecules (phosphorus signal) with adsorbent aluminum oxide. Then, 

the effect of adsorbate PA layer on the adsorbent aluminum oxide thickness and surface ox-

ide/hydroxide state is discussed. Meanwhile, this chapter also reveals the missing link that 

Chapter 3 is dedicated to (section 3.1.1.), i.e. the adsorbent transition from initial native alumi-

num oxide (LOX) to aluminum during the PA treatment. At the end of this work, time of flight-

secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) is used to investigate the phosphonic acid anchor 

group binding mode with aluminum oxide. Our findings reveal a fundamental understanding of 

the relationship among PA molecular steric effect, prior treatment time, PA adsorbate layer, 

aluminum re-oxidation and PA binding mode with the aluminum oxide. 
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4.1. Result and Discussion 

4.1.1. Stratification Factor 

Each type of PA molecule studied (Chapter 1, Figure 1.3) contains a single phosphorus atom 

of the phosphonic acid anchor group. Hence, the detected P 2s photoelectron intensity (𝐼 ) 

provides a qualitative measure of the average surface concentration of PA molecules in the 

probed surface region. Accordingly, for each PA treatment, an estimate of the phosphorus sur-

face atomic concentration (𝐶  in at.%) was calculated from the integrated areas of the resolved 

C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p, P 2s main peaks by using the corresponding experimental sensitivity factors 

and assuming homogeneous element distribution. However, as shown in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3, 

different PA molecules each have a different atomic number fraction associated with the phos-

phorus atom. Hence, a qualitative comparison of the molecule surface concentration of the dif-

ferent types of PA molecules is obtained by normalizing 𝐶  with the corresponding molecular 

atomic number fraction, 𝑓 , which is defined as the number of phosphorus atom divided by the 

total number of atoms in the respective PA molecule, i.e. 𝐶 /𝑓  (excluding hydrogen, since it 

cannot be detected by XPS). Values of 𝑓  for the different types of PA molecules considered in 

this study are reported in Table B.1 of Appendix B. Moreover, with the XPS probing depth of 

≈ 5 nm, 𝐶 /𝑓  sole does not include the information on the layer structure. Specifically, if the 

PA layer is occurring as a top-surface layer on the adsorbent aluminum oxide layer, or if there 

is a mixture of aluminum oxide/hydroxide and PA molecules in the modified oxide layer, which 

is crucial for surface functionalization, e.g. a well-stratified PA surface provides better surface 

functionalization such as hydrophobic or reacting with further applied polymer/adhesive.  

To obtain the information on the stratification of PA layer within aluminum oxide layer, it is 

important to note that the adsorbate PA layer on the surface attenuates the Al 2p signal from 

both aluminum oxide and metallic aluminum. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 4.1a, the Al 

2p photoelectron intensity is attenuated differently depending on the coverage of the single PA 

molecule (functional group, R); e.g. a high PA steric effect will result in a higher PA coverage 

that is more effective attenuation of the Al 2p signal intensity. Furthermore, a less compact PA 

layer that rather mixes with aluminum oxide/hydroxide results in a low attenuation of Al 2p 

signal, as illustrated in Figure 4.1b. With the increase of PA steric, the attenuation of Al 2p is 

increased (Figure 4.1c) until the PA layer is completely stratified on top of the aluminum oxide 

layer (Figure 4.1d).  Accordingly, to include the information on stratification of PA layer and 

oxide layer, and improve the robustness of the qualitative comparison of the different adsorbate 
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PA molecules distribution, the normalized phosphorus concentration, 𝐶 𝑓⁄ , was divided by 

the corresponding aluminum surface concentration (including both metallic and oxidized Al 2p 

peaks), 𝐶 . Resulting value of the normalized phosphorus surface concentration will be further 

denoted as PA stratification factor, namely 𝜃
∙

. 

The here defined stratification factor is a unit less number between zero and infinity; the higher 

its value, the more phosphorus is located in a prominent separate layer (i.e. PA layer) above the 

aluminum containing layer(s).  

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of different stratification degrees of PA molecules with an 
idealized hydroxylated aluminum oxide surface. The steric effect of the functional groups, R, 

as attached to the phosphonic acid anchor group is visualized by the elliptical line shapes. (a) 
For single PA molecules adsorbed on the hydroxylated surface, different steric effects of the 
functional group, R, cause a different volumetric molecular coverage of the aluminum oxide 
surface. For adsorbed PA layer on surface: (b) a negligible interaction between neighboring 
low-steric PA molecules results in a relatively low stratification with oxide, whereas (c,d) a 
higher PA steric effect increases the stratification of the PA adsorbate layer with adsorbent 

aluminum oxide, resulting in higher stratification factor.  

 

Besides this simple measure, more quantitative and elaborate calculations of photoelectron 

intensity have been proposed to extract the thickness and molecular density of adsorbed mole-

cules on solid surfaces, such as for the adsorption of organometallic dyes on aluminum oxide 
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[90]. However, such quantitative procedures require specific pre-knowledge and/or presump-

tions on the composition, atomic density, porosity, morphology and molecular arrangement of 

the adsorbate layer, as well as of the respective inelastic mean free paths for inelastic electron 

scattering of the photoelectrons. Such detailed quantitative procedures are not feasible for 

screening the performance of a large range of different PA molecules with unknown adsorption 

characteristics and depth distributions, as is the case in the present study. 

4.1.2. Adsorbate PA layer 

As displayed in Figure 4.2, calculation of the stratification factor versus immersion time for 

each type of PA molecule provides a measure of the layer composition. The stratification factor 

results are again discussed in three groups of PA molecules (Chapter 1, Figure 1.3), i.e. (a) low 

steric, (b) high steric and (c) high steric with varied electronic environments. 

 

Figure 4.2. Stratification factor, 𝜃 , versus immersion time for the three groups of PA mole-
cules categorized in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3: (a) low steric PA, (b) high steric PA and (c) high 
steric PA with different electronic environments of the phosphonic acid anchor group. The 

stratification factor was determined from the measured C 1s, O 1s, Al 2p, P 2s photoelectron 
intensities and the atomic P fraction, 𝑓 . Typical industrial immersion times are in a range of 

6 seconds to 600 seconds. 
 

4.1.2.1. Low Steric PA 

The first group a) consists of phosphonic acid (H3PO3) methyl phosphonic acid (MPA), ethyl 

phosphonic acid (EPA). The molecular steric volume is stepwise increased from H3PO3< 

MPA< EPA. A previous study shows how an increased steric effect decreased the in situ alu-

minum dissolution in PA solution[32]. However, the corresponding ex-situ 𝜃  values are sim-

ilar (0.19±0.02) for all three low steric PA modified aluminum oxides, and independent of the 

immersion time as shown in Figure 4.2a. Moreover, the corresponding 𝜃  ≈ 0.19 are relatively 

low as compared to those of the high steric PA molecules following in Figure 4.2 (b and c). 
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Such low 𝜃  values suggest that low steric PA is found throughout the aluminum oxide/hy-

droxide layer, independent of the steric sequence (i.e. H3PO3< MPA< EPA). A more homoge-

neous distribution of phosphorus might be attributed to the formation of physisorbed aluminum-

phosphonate (Al-PA) complexes as described in Chapter 3[32]. In an Al-PA complex, the alu-

minum and phosphorus atoms condense via ionic interaction throughout a layer (i.e. minimal 

stratification). There is evidence that such complexes are converted to chemisorbed state during 

H2O rinsing in air, which then generates similar oxidized layers, still exhibiting a homogeneous 

mixture of PA and aluminum oxide/hydroxide on surface. This hypothesized conversion from 

a prior stage of physisorbed Al-PA complexes to the current final chemisorbed state is evi-

denced by the ToF-SIMS analysis of the PA binding mode with aluminum oxide in section 

3.2.4. Notably, H3PO3 modified aluminum oxide exhibits similar chemisorbed PA binding 

mode with aluminum oxide as PePA that shows a stable chemisorption on aluminum surface 

during prior adsorption stage. Moreover, the time-independent 𝜃  values indicate only those 

physisorbed Al-PA complexes that are strongly interacting with the surface (i.e. low solubility) 

convert to a chemisorbed state during the H2O rinsing in air. We further hypothesize that during 

the in-situ adsorption stage the initial aluminum oxide film (Chapter 2, Figure 2.3a, LOX) is 

continuously dissolved at the onset of the immersion in the low steric PA solution. Actively 

dissolved aluminum cations combine with PA anions to form a more stable Al-PA complex, 

which can remain near the dissolving aluminum metal surface during the PA treatment[32]. 

Most of this sediment of aluminum-phosphonate complexes are effectively removed from the 

surface during the H2O rinsing step. If only parts were removed, there should be an increase of 

film thickness and associated change of stratification factor with time. However, neither strati-

fication factor (Figure 4.2a) or oxide thickness (discussed later in Figure 4.5a) of low steric PA 

modified aluminum oxide increases with time. 

4.1.2.2. High Steric PA  

The group b) consists of tert-butylphosphonic acid (tBPA), benzylphosphonic acid (BPA), 

and (2-phenylethyl)phosphonic acid (PePA), again with increasing steric volume, i.e. tBPA< 

BPA< PePA. The calculated 𝜃  values for the high steric PA modified aluminum oxides are 

plotted as a function of the immersion time in Figure 4.2b. The tBPA adsorbate layer on the 

aluminum oxide surface has a time-invariant 𝜃  value of around 0.27±0.02, which is higher 

than the values of the low steric PA series (0.19±0.02). Indeed, the higher PA steric effect of 

tBPA is expected to promote Van der Waals interactions of the functional groups (i.e. the tert-
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butyl groups) with the surface and among neighboring PA molecules, as illustrated in Figure 

4.1c, which results in the formation of a more compact and (kinetically) more stratified tBPA 

adsorbate layer on the aluminum oxide surface, as compared to the low steric group, after the 

water rinsing in air step. 

BPA has a higher steric effect than tBPA (due to the benzyl group), and indeed the corre-

sponding 𝜃  value is higher than tBPA (Figure3.3c). Notably, the initial 𝜃  value of 0.47 

(15 min) for BPA decreases to a constant value of 0.37 after 60 min. Chapter 3 supported the 

idea that BPA exhibits a stable chemisorption on aluminum oxide surface during the dynamic 

adsorption stage. But this chemisorption was still less pronounced as for PePA as seen from a 

higher aluminum dissolution rate and lower EIS measured aluminum surface impedance. Thus, 

we may conclude that within prior adsorption time of 15 min, BPA probably adsorbed on the 

initial aluminum oxide (LOX), which is in accord with the observed higher initial 𝜃  value (as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1c). However, the LOX was continuously dissolved with time during this 

prior adsorption stage over 60 min (LOX dissolution is discussed later in detail in Figure 4.5). 

Like before, the dissolved aluminum cations still formed Al-PA complex on surface. Thus, after 

H2O rinsing in air, the stratification of chemisorbed BPA layer with aluminum oxide layer is 

reduced due to the mixture of Al-PA complexes captured by BPA layer on surface.  

 Remarkably, the 𝜃  value of PePA modified aluminum oxide increases from 𝜃  =0.57 for 

t = 5 min to 𝜃  =1.0 for t = 120~240 min. Note that PePA created the most stable in-situ 

chemisorption on aluminum oxide surface during the prior adsorption stage due to its highest 

steric effect among PA molecules studied. Thus, these strong chemisorbed PePA molecules 

seem to also effectively passivate the initial aluminum oxide (LOX) in acidic PA solution. After 

H2O rinsing in air, PePA adsorbed layer then exhibits a high stratification (i.e. surface concen-

tration) with LOX surface similar to BPA (as illustrated in Figure 4.1c) since PA is mainly ad-

sorbed at the Lox surface and no significant amounts of PA-Al complexes have been formed. 

Note that the initial (5 min) 𝜃  value of PePA is slightly higher than BPA, which might be due 

to a higher steric of single PePA molecule causing higher Al 2p signal attenuation as described 

in Figure 4.1a. The post-treatment oxide layer thickness (Figure 4.5) is higher with PePA, which 

indeed supports the idea that the original Lox is effectively protected from dissolution. There 

is a gradual increase of 𝜃  value within 120 min suggesting that PePA adsorbed layer at the 

top is increasingly populated with time. This is due to the increased steric effect of PePA favors 

the adsorption of additional molecules on the neighboring sites resulting into a transition from 
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a less compact PePA layer to a dense compact PePA layer as illustrated in Figure 4.1 from c) 

to d). This transition increases the attenuation of Al 2p signal exhibiting an increasing 𝜃  value. 

This transition process is also associated with an increase of the ratio between the carbon and 

aluminum atomic concentrations, 𝐶 𝐶⁄ , with time, as shown in Figure 4.3a (note: this trend 

is only observed for the PePA treatment).  

 

Figure 4.3. Ex-situ XPS analysis of the PA adsorbate layers on aluminum oxide. (a) Ratio of 
the C and Al atomic concentrations, 𝐶 𝐶⁄ , with increasing immersion time. (b) Binding en-
ergy shift of the C 1s ππ* shakeup satellite as function of time for the PePA modified alumi-
num oxide surface. (c) XPS spectra of the C 1s region (for t = 5 min and t = 240 min) as rec-
orded after high steric PA treatment (tBPA, BPA and PePA), evidencing a weak, but distinct 
C 1s ππ* shakeup satellite peak at the higher binding energy side of the C 1s main peak. 

 

The binding energy (BE) shift of the C 1s shakeup of PePA layer helps to identify the driving 

force of the gradually increased stratification factor, as follows. For molecules with π electron 

orbitals, such as phenyl or vinyl group, the C 1s peak shows a discrete ππ* shakeup satellite 

about 6-10 eV at the higher binding from the main (zero-loss) C 1s peak[91]. The shake-up 

peak is due to an electronic transition during the photoemission process, involving initial and 

final state molecular orbitals associated with an unsaturated carbon functionality[92]. The π 

electron orbitals from neighboring molecules can have a weak attractive interaction, which can 

result in so-called π-π stacking, which affects the ππ* shakeup satellite structure. For aro-

matic rings, the T-shaped conformation (edge to face) and the face-to-face-offset stacking (as 

in graphite) are the energetically favored conformations[93]. π-π stacking of phenyl groups 

typically induces a shift of the π π* C 1s shakeup peak towards higher binding energies (up 

to about ∼10.0 eV from the zero-loss C 1s peak[92]), as indeed evidenced for the PePA treated 

surfaces in Figure 4.3b and c. As evidenced in Figure 4.3b, the C 1s shakeup peak for the PePA 
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treated surface increases with increasing immersion time from 291.2 eV to 292.5 eV, which 

suggests a gradual rearrangement of the phenyl groups on the aluminum oxide surface due to 

the increased π-π interactions with increasing surface coverage. For the longest PePA treatment 

of t = 240 min, the XPS analysis shows a clear difference of the ππ* shakeup satellite binding 

energy with respect to the other PA treated surfaces: see Figure 4.3c and Appendix, Figure B.1. 

An additional relatively weak ππ* shakeup satellite intensity has appeared in the binding 

energy range from 290 eV to 294 eV (see Figure 4.2c), which indicates that the phenyl groups 

of the adsorbed PePA molecules alter their π π* excitations with increasing surface coverage 

due to π-π stacking. These findings indicate that the attractive π-π interactions between neigh-

boring phenyl groups induce mutual reorientations of previously adsorbed PePA molecules. In 

other words, the π-π interaction among the phenyl groups provides a driving force for the in-

creasing of adsorbed PePA molecules on the aluminum oxide surface. For short immersion time, 

few PePA molecules are randomly adsorbed on the oxide surface and the π-π interactions are 

still relatively weak, as sketched in Figure 4.4a. With increasing time, the π-π interactions be-

tween neighboring phenyl groups favor a mutual alignment (reorientation) of adsorbed PA mol-

ecules on the oxide surface, while at the same time creating additional space for new PePA 

molecules to adsorb on the surface, as illustrated in Figure 4.4 b and c. Surface saturation by a 

relatively compact packing of aligned PePA molecules is reached after 120min, as illustrated 

in Figure 4.4d. The illustrated sequence in Figure 4.4 assumes a T-shaped conformation (edge 

to face) of neighboring phenyl groups (since it is one of the energetically favored configurations) 

[93], although the present results cannot distinguish between a preferred T-shaped confor-

mation and face-to-face-offset stacking. Similar surface reorganization phenomenon is also re-

ported in other previous studies[94].  

 

Figure 4.4. Illustration of the subsequent steps of adsorbate layer formation by PePA mole-
cules on the hydroxylated aluminum surface, showing a collective reorientation of adsorbed 

PePA molecules with increasing stratification with aluminum oxide layer as driven by the π-π 
interaction of neighboring phenyl groups (with a preferred T-shaped conformation of the π-π 

stacking interactions). 
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In summary, a plausible picture emerges from this stratification factor increase with increasing 

steric effect. Specifically, the surface treatment with low steric PA molecules (i.e. H3PO3, MPA 

and EPA) results in adsorbate PA layers exhibiting low stratification factor, which seems to 

originate from the conversion of the prior permeable physisorbed aluminum-phosphonate com-

plex to chemisorbed state after H2O rinsing in air. The consistently higher stratification factor 

of PA molecules increases with increasing PA steric effect (tBPA and BPA). This is driven by 

the increased individual PA coverage and interaction among PA molecules on the surface (as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1c). However, when the steric effect includes ππ stacking capability as 

with PePA with 2-Phenyl ethyl group, the increased Van der Waal's interaction among 2-phenyl 

ethyl groups even further increases the stratification of PePA adsorbate layer with aluminum 

oxide layer. This emergence of self-assembly results in a distinctive adsorption behavior (as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1d and Figure 4.4): leading to a gradual increase of the number of ad-

sorbed molecules that is accompanied by a gradually increased stratification factor of the PePA 

adsorbate. Notably, BPA has a similar molecular structure (albeit a lower steric effect) as com-

pared to PePA. However, BPA does not show signs of self-assembly, since BPA has lower 

steric and one less degree of freedom to rotate the phenyl group. The author thus suggests that 

surface densification of adsorption PA molecules by π-π interactions might also require a cer-

tain molecular conformational freedom, actually in accordance with previous findings[95, 96]. 

Notably, it is also evidenced an influence of the PA alky chain length on the absorption behav-

ior[97]: from decylphosphonic acid (C10H23O3P) to octadecylphosphonic acid (C18H23O3P), the 

increased steric effect changes the PA adsorbed layer from a randomly oriented and loosely 

bounded adsorbate layer to a well orientated and more compact adsorbate layer.  

It is worth noting that the in-situ aluminum dissolution inhibition of PePA (as discussed in 

Chapter 3) is not significantly enhanced by this slow increased PePA stratification process be-

cause at the initial stage, a loose compact PePA chemisorbed layer on aluminum oxide surface 

already provides a sufficient protection. 

4.1.2.3. High Steric PA with Varied Electron Environment 

The group c) consists of (4-cynaophenyl)phosphonic acid (CnPPA), phenyl phosphonic acid  

(PPA) and (4-methoxyphenyl)phosphonic acid (MtPPA) exhibiting similar high steric effects, 

but varying electron densities of phosphonic acid anchor group, which increases in the order 

CnPPA< PPA < MtPPA. Chapter 3 shows that the different electron environments affect the 
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stability of the PA chemisorbed aluminum surface[32]. However, as follows from the compar-

ison of Figure 4.2c, CnPPA and MtPPA have a similar stratification factor of roughly 𝜃   

0.44±0.02 after 15 min, despite their different electron environments. However, within the ini-

tial 15 min, CnPPA exhibits decrease of 𝜃  value similar to the case of BPA. According to the 

picture established above, this can also be explained by the gradually dissolved initial aluminum 

oxide (LOX) and the near-surface Al-PA complexes as explained in the section 4.1.2.2. 

Notably, PPA has a slightly lower steric effect, resulting in a lower stratification 𝜃 = 

0.28±0.02 (as compared to CnPPA and MtPPA). Thus, the PA molecular electron environment 

has negligible effect on the adsorbate layer, while PA molecular steric effect still dominates the 

adsorbate PA layer formation. 

4.1.3. Adsorbent Aluminum Oxide 

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the aluminum sheets were etched in NaOH solution and then 

rinsed by water in air to obtain a reproducible surficial oxide layer prior to each PA treatment. 

This native aluminum oxide is named as LOX. The different polymorphs of aluminum oxide are 

unstable at pH 2 and thus the oxide film is actively dissolved in a PA solution, unless the 

dissolution is kinetically hindered by the formation of a diffusion limiting physisorbed alumi-

num-phosphonate complex or chemisorbed PA molecules as discussed in Chapter 3. The high 

aluminum dissolution rate (Figure 3.2) and low aluminum surface impedance (Figure 3.3a) both 

indicate the surface treatment with the low steric PA molecules results in fast complete disso-

lution of LOX. With increasing steric effect of the PA molecule, aluminum dissolution is kinet-

ically hindered by chemisorption of high steric PA. Subsequent water rinsing in air not only 

removes any physical precipitates, but also induces a re-oxidation of the hydroxylated alumi-

num surface, particularly when the PA adsorbate layer is permeable for O2. To study the role 

of the adsorbate PA molecules in the aluminum re-oxidation process after H2O rinsing in air, 

the PA modified aluminum oxide surfaces were analyzed by XPS. In the following, first the 

aluminum oxide thicknesses of LOX and after PA treatment are compared for the different 

groups of PA molecules. Next, the changes in the local chemical state of the oxygen anions in 

the oxide films will be determined from the oxygen auger parameter. 

4.1.4. Aluminum Oxide Thickness 

4.1.4.1. Alkaline Etched aluminum oxide 
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A XPS survey scan of LOX film is presented in Appendix B, Figure B.2. The survey evidences 

a typical oxidized aluminum surface with some adventitious carbon, which originates from air-

expose after the rinsing step. Moreover, the featureless plateau shape of the upper valence band 

region (in the binding energy range from 0 to 15 eV) is characteristic for an amorphous state of 

the LOX film, as shown in Appendix B Figure B.3[98]. The valence band also evidences a small, 

but significant contribution from the conduction band of the underlying metal (causing signal 

intensity in the binding energy range from 5 eV up to the Fermi level)[98]. Analogously, the 

measured Al 2p regions of LOX evidence separate metallic and oxidized contributions from the 

metal substrate and the oxide overlayer, respectively (Appendix B, Figure B.4). This implies 

that in all cases the thickness of the amorphous aluminum oxide layer is significantly less than 

the XPS probing depth. The XPS probing depth equals 3λꞏcos(), where λ denotes the inelastic 

mean free path (IMFP) of the emitted photoelectrons traversing through the solid and  is the 

detection angle with respect to the sample surface normal (here:  = 45°). Values of λm and λo 

for emitted Al 2p photoelectrons traversing through aluminum metal and the aluminum oxide 

film can be calculated from the well-known TTP2 formalism[99] by adopting appropriate val-

ues for the density, optical bandgap and the number of valence electrons in the metallic alumi-

num and in the amorphous oxide film, respectively. The exact density of the amorphous LOX 

film (after water rinsing and exposure to air) is unknown, but may be assumed to lie in between 

the densities of amorphous Al2O3 and the Al(OH)3 hydroxide phase. Values for the densities, 

optical band gap and number of valence electrons for various oxide and hydroxide phases are 

listed in Appendix B, Table B.2. This results in an average value (and standard deviation) of 

the IMFP of Al 2p photoelectrons in the oxide/hydroxide phase of λo  3.250.20 nm (note: for 

the metallic aluminum substrate, λm = 3.12 nm). The corresponding Al 2p probing depth there-

fore lies in the range of 6.5 - 7.3 nm. The metallic Al 2p main peak is clearly discernable in all 

measured Al 2p spectra, which indicates that the thickness of the LOX film is well below 6 nm. 

A more accurate estimate of the oxide film thickness is obtained from[100].  

𝑑 λ sin 45 ln 1  (4.1) 

where Nm and No are the atomic molar densities of aluminum in the metal and the oxide, 

respectively (Appendix B, Table B.2); 𝐼  and 𝐼  are the primary zero-loss intensities of oxi-

dized and metallic Al 2p main peaks, as resolved by peak fitting of the Shirley background 

corrected Al 2p spectra. Here it is noted that the presence of an adsorbate layer does not affect 

the thickness calculation according to Equation(4.1), since the Al 2p photoelectrons emitted 
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from the metallic aluminum and the aluminum oxide overlayer have practically the same kinetic 

energy (and thus experience the same attenuation by a given overlayer).  

The averaged value and standard deviation of the thickness of the LOX film, as calculated for 

three different LOX film (after rinsing and air exposure), applying the different densities and 

IMPFs as tabulated in Table B.2 Appendix B, equals 3.56 ± 0.65 nm. Noteworthy, this average 

oxide film thickness lies in between the oxide film thicknesses of 3.4±0.1 and 3.7±0.1 nm, as 

reported for native (air-formed) and water-exposed oxide films on Al(100) and Al(111) single 

crystals, respectively[82]. 

4.1.4.2. PA modified aluminum oxide 

The average values (with standard deviation) of the thickness of the oxide film after each PA 

treatment (by applying different parameters from α-Al(OH)3 to α-Al2O3) is plotted as a function 

of the immersion time in Appendix B, Figure B.5. It follows that the calculated thickness values 

vary about 0.5 nm for a change in density as large as 38% (from 2.46 g/cm3 for α-Al(OH)3 to 

3.97 g/cm3 for α-Al2O3). The shapes of the valence band spectra of PA treated surfaces are very 

similar to those of the LOX film, i.e. rather featureless plateau shape for an amorphous state of 

the oxide film (Appendix B, Figure B.3 and B.6) [98]. The density of the oxide film will thus 

be likely close to that of amorphous-Al2O3 with 3.2 g/cm3. Therefore, in the following the 

oxide properties of amorphous aluminum oxide [101] will be used to calculate the thickness 

values of the LOX and PA modified aluminum oxides. The thus calculated final oxide film thick-

ness values are plotted as a function of the immersion time for each group of PA molecules in 

Figure 4.5. The corresponding averaged value and standard deviation of the initial thickness of 

the LOX film equal 3.36±0.1 nm and is also indicated by the grey area in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5. Average thickness of the PA modified aluminum oxide as function of the immer-
sion time for the different groups of PA molecules. Each final thickness value and error bar 
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were calculated from three identical, repetitive PA surface treatments (employing the proper-
ties of amorphous-Al2O3). The grey area denotes the average thickness of the NaOH etched 

aluminum oxide film, LOX (i.e. prior to PA treatment). 
 

As follows from Figure 4.5, except for PePA, all studied PA molecules exhibit a final oxide 

film thickness (for t ≥ 120 minutes) lower than the initial oxide, LOX. This indicates that the PA 

adsorbed aluminum surface during PA surface treatment are re-oxidized after the water rinsing 

and air exposure step, forming an oxide film with a final thickness lower than the initial LOX 

thickness.  

The limiting oxide film thickness established upon air exposure of "bare" metallic aluminum 

surfaces (i.e. without a native oxide film) is well-described by the Cabrera-Mott theory[102-

106]: the limiting thickness of the passive oxide film that is practically instantaneously formed 

on bare metallic aluminum surfaces upon air-exposure, is dictated by the surface-charge field 

(i.e. the so-called kinetic or Mott potential) induced by charged oxygen species adsorbed on the 

oxide film surface[102-106]. For instance, the limiting oxide thickness on a bare Al(111) sur-

face increases with increasing partial oxygen pressure and thus with increasing chemical activ-

ity of O2[106]. As follows from the consistently lower final oxide film thickness values in Fig-

ure 4.5 (as compared to the initial LOX thickness), the PA adsorbate layers to some extent reduce 

the chemical activity of oxygen at the interface between the metallic aluminum substrate and 

the adsorbate PA overlayer during air-exposure, resulting in a slightly lower limiting oxide film 

thickness as compared to the initial LOX thickness (by NaOH etching). A similar finding has 

been reported for alkylated silicon surfaces, where bulky alkyl groups more effectively hinder 

surface oxidation[107].  

Group a), low steric PA modified aluminum oxides exhibit the final oxide film thickness 

independent of the prior immersion time (Figure 4.5), which is consistent with the very fast and 

complete dissolution of the initial LOX at the onset of the surface treatment (i.e. within 5 min 

immersion time). The corresponding final oxide film thickness established upon re-oxidation 

of the bare aluminum surfaces decreases with increasing steric effect from H3PO3  MPA  

EPA. Meanwhile, as discussed in Figure 4.2a, adsorbate low steric PA layer converts from the 

prior aluminum-phosphonate complex after the H2O rinsing in air, which is a mixture of PA 

and aluminum oxide/hydroxide. Thus, the increased steric effect of these PA molecules does 

not increase the stratification of PA layer with aluminum oxide layer. However, the increased 

PA steric effect reduced the access of O2 to the adsorbent metallic aluminum substrate. Thus, 

this reduced re-oxidation process causes a formation of a thinner oxide layer. 
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Indeed, comparing to high steric PA modified aluminum oxide, e.g. BPA and PPA, the low 

steric PA molecules, such as H3PO3 and MPA, have a larger final (passive) oxide film thickness. 

However, when the steric effect increased to EPA, the EPA modified aluminum oxide exhibits 

similar oxide thickness as high steric PA after 120 min. The adsorbate EPA steric effect is a 

cut-off point between active aluminum re-oxidation (i.e. H3PO3 and MPA) and efficient alumi-

num re-oxidation inhibition (e.g. EPA and BPA). 

Group b) and c) modified aluminum oxides are discussed together since the effect of electron 

environment on oxide layer thickness is negligible. Noteworthy, for the high steric molecules 

in Figure 4.5 b and c (except for tBPA and PePA), the PA modified aluminum oxide film thick-

ness is very similar to the initial LOX thickness for t  15 minutes, but then steadily decreases 

with increasing immersion time, approaching a roughly constant final thickness for t ≥ 120 

minutes. The final thickness for t ≥ 120 minutes is very similar for all high steric molecules 

(and also comparable to that of EPA). As discussed in Chapter 3[32], with increasing steric 

effect, the PA chemisorption rate is increased, whereas the aluminum dissolution rate is de-

creased. As illustrated in Figure 4.6a, the associated lower aluminum dissolution rate also leads 

to a slower dissolution of initial LOX film. Meanwhile, the dissolved unstable chemisorbed PA-

aluminum fragments (as illustrated in Chapter 3, Figure 3.1, K7) are further hydrolysis or di-

rectly interacting with other phosphonate anions forming a gradual increase of the aluminum-

phosphonate complex in the solution. This also implies that, for the high-steric molecules, the 

initial LOX oxide film might not yet be fully dissolved for short immersion times. Thus, for short 

immersion time, the final thickness rather reflects the remaining thickness of a mixture of initial 

LOX and re-oxidized aluminum oxide (note as LREOX in Figure 4.6), which could rationalize the 

initial decrease of the final oxide film thickness with time for BPA, CnPPA, PPA and MtPPA 

in Figure 4.5b and c. Only if the LOX film is completely dissolved, the final oxide film thickness 

reflects the re-oxidized film thickness of the bare metallic aluminum, which shows constant 

oxide film thickness as a function of time (as governed by the Mott potential).  
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Figure 4.6. Sketch of the initial aluminum oxide (LOX) dissolution with time in high steric PA 
solutions except PePA: (a) dynamic PA adsorption stage and (b) final stage of PA modified 
aluminum oxide (after H2O-rinsing and air-exposure). This sketch also includes the infor-

mation on evolutions of the aluminum-phosphonate (Al-PA) complexes, chemisorbed PA layer 
as well as of the underlying oxide film. The red layer denotes the PA adsorbate layer formed 
by the condensation reaction, while the blue layer denotes the ionic diffusion barrier layer 

formed by low-soluble Al-PA complexes. 𝐿  represents the initial or remaining oxide layer 
before PA treatment. 𝐿  denotes the oxide layer formed by re-oxidation of the metallic 

aluminum underneath the adsorbate layer after H2O-rinsing and air-exposure (i.e. after the 
PA treatment). 

 

tBPA exhibits higher aluminum oxide thickness than initial LOX for t< 5 min, as displayed in 

Figure 4.5b. This might be because the special molecular structure (tert-butyl group) attracts 

extra aluminum cations on surface, and thus leads to a more porous surficial oxide film during 

aluminum re-oxidation process in air. When the same aluminum oxide parameters are used to 

calculate the oxide thickness, tBPA presents as a thicker oxide layer, whereas it might actually 

result from a loose oxide film. This work is not able to distinguish this difference. However, 

tBPA also exhibits a gradual decrease of aluminum oxide thickness over time, which is the 

same case as other high steric PA molecules as illustrated in Figure 4.6. 

Finally, as follows from Figure 4.5b, the PePA modified aluminum oxide displays a similar 

thickness as the initial LOX thickness (within the experimental error), independent of the im-

mersion time. This matches very well with its very high stratification factor as attributed to 

strong chemisorption on aluminum oxide surface and pronounced van der Waals interactions 
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among 2-phenyl ethyl groups, which very effectively block initial LOX dissolution. Conse-

quently, the values of the final oxide film thickness for the different PePA treatments are ap-

proximately the same as the initial LOX film thickness (after NaOH etching). 

4.1.5. Oxygen Auger Parameter 

The resolved binding energy (BE) positions of the oxidized Al 2p and the P 2s main peaks are 

plotted versus immersion time for the different groups of PA molecules in Figure B.7 of Ap-

pendix B. For the low steric PA modified aluminum oxide, the oxidized Al 2p and P 2s binding 

energy (BE) values are roughly time-independent and equal for H3PO3, MPA and EPA, which 

is consistent with the conversion from Al-PA complexes to chemisorbed state on the re-oxi-

dized aluminum surface (LREOX in Figure 4.6), after the H2O-rinsing and air-exposure. For the 

high steric molecules (except for PePA), the oxidized Al 2p and P 2s BE values decrease with 

increasing immersion time, which might indicate similar information as discussed in Figure 4.5 

and 4.7, i.e. the adsorbent gradually transfers from mixture LOX and LREOX to a complete LREOX. 

Meanwhile, PePA modified aluminum oxide exhibits constant Al 2p and P 2s BE values due to 

the invariable adsorbent, LOX. It is also evidenced by the similar Al 2p BE values of PePA 

modified aluminum oxide to LOX.  

Notably, the oxidized Al 2p and P 2s main peaks shift in the same BE direction and with a 

very similar magnitude for any given PA molecule. Such highly correlated shifts of the BE 

peaks as a function of immersion time are a strong indication of shifts in the Fermi level due 

e.g. band bending and/or differential charging effects [108]. Hence, these correlated oxidized 

Al 2p and P 2s shifts cannot be unambiguously attributed to changes in the chemical environ-

ment or defect structure of the oxide film, but might be partially due to (unknown) electron 

environment effects in oxide. To isolate the effect of a change in the local chemical environment 

from any electron environment effects in aluminum oxide, chemical state analysis of the oxygen 

anions in the oxide film was performed on the basis of the Auger parameter. 

Auger parameter value (α) directly relates to the local electronic polarizability around the 

core-ionized atom involved in the photoemission process and is thus very sensitive to any 

changes in the nearest coordination sphere of the core-ionized atom [109]. In this chapter, only 

the Auger αO is calculated as summary of the most intensive oxygen core level photoelectron 

line binding energy (BE_O 1s) and the kinetic energy of oxygen sharpest core-core Auger tran-

sition (KE_O KLL): 𝛼 BE_O 1s KE_O KLL BE_O 1s ℎ𝑣 KE_O KLL, where hν is 

the AlKα X-ray excitation energy (1486.6 eV).  
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The chemical properties of alkaline etched and various PA treated aluminum oxides are com-

paring by their oxygen Auger parameters combining with literature value of α-Al2O3 and α-

Al(OH)3[109], as shown in Figure 4.7. A representation of the oxygen Auger parameter is ob-

tained by plotting KE_O KLL on the ordinate and BE_O 1s on the abscissa (in the negative 

direction) (the so-called Wagner plot). Lines of constant Auger parameter values are repre-

sented by a diagonal grid of slope = -1, where all the points line on the same line have the same 

final state of a doubly core-ionized atom in an extra-atomic environment; i.e. mainly nearest-

neighboring atoms in so-called first coordination shell. 

Since different PA modified aluminum oxide layer thickness is stable after 120 min (as dis-

cussed in Figure 4.5), only 120 min PA treated aluminum oxides are compared in this discussion 

to avoid the influence of different amount of remained LOX. All studied PA molecule modified 

aluminum oxides and LOX have similar αO values around 1039.5±0.2 eV between α-Al2O3 

(1038.82 eV) and α-Al(OH)3 (1040.23 eV). It indicates the oxygen extra-atomic polarizability 

in these aluminum oxide layers after different PA treatments are similar to LOX with small var-

iation in the amorphous oxide structure, which is not interpreted at this stage of the study.  

 

Figure 4.7. Wagner plot of oxygen binding energy (BE_O_1s) and oxygen kinetic energy (KE 
O_KLL) of various PA modified aluminum oxides after 120 min, where a constant oxygen Au-

ger parameter (αO) is shown as grey dash line. LOX shows the oxygen final state before PA 
treatment.  
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As summary, varied PA steric effect changes the adsorbed PA stratification with aluminum 

and aluminum oxide layer thickness. It is interesting to plot these two aspects together: stratifi-

cation factor, θPA, as Y-axis and aluminum oxide thickness as X-axis, as shown in Figure 4.8. 

The average values of θPA and aluminum oxide thickness with 120 min and 240 min treatment 

period are used since the adsorbed PA layer and aluminum oxide are stable with time evolution. 

With the increase of PA molecular steric effect (Figure 4.8, dashed arrow), there is an increasing 

trend to form a compact adsorbed PA layer on a thinner aluminum oxide surface. Except for 

PePA, the initial LOX film is dissolved after 120 min and aluminum re-oxidation process is 

hindered with the increase of PA steric effect. Meanwhile, one also finds an increased stratifi-

cation factor of higher steric PA due to higher coverage by single PA molecule and slightly 

increased number of adsorbed PA by enhanced Van der Waals interaction among functional 

groups. However, when the steric effect increased to PePA, the PA surface treatment mecha-

nism is different to the others: PePA layer adsorbs efficiently on initial aluminum oxide (LOX) 

and the adsorbate PA molecules on surface are increased due to the strongly increased Van der 

Waals interaction. 

 

Figure 4.8. PA molecular steric effect on stratification factor and aluminum oxide thickness 
after 120 min treatment time, where the dashed arrow shows the trend of increased PA steric 

effect and the initial aluminum oxide thickness before the PA treatment is denoted as LOX. 
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4.1.4. PA Interaction Mode with Aluminum Oxide 

To this end, the binding mode of the phosphonic anchor group to aluminum oxide surface is 

characterized by ToF-SIMS. The fragments containing AlxPO3Hy are selected in this discussion 

because they are representative for complete fragments of PA anchor group binding with alu-

minum oxide, as displayed in Figure 1.2 of Chapter 1. The existing frames on PA modified 

surface are presented in Figure 4.9. Only PA modified aluminum oxides after 240 min are used 

for ToF-SIMS study to ensure similar adsorbent, LREOX, as discussed in Figure 4.5. As shown 

in Figure 4.2, H3PO3 is chosen to represent the PA layers with θPA value around 0.2; and PPA 

is chosen to represent the PA layers with θPA value around 0.3; finally MtPPA is chosen to 

represent the PA layers with θPA value around 0.4. Due to the self-assembly effect in PePA 

layer densification over time, 5 min and 240 min PePA treatment time are compared as well. 

The original measured spectrums are shown in Appendix B, Figure B.8. 

 

Figure 4.9. ToF-SIMS surface characterization of PA layer binding mode with aluminum ox-
ide surface: the solid circles indicate existing fragment, and hollow circles indicate absent 

fragment. The criterion for detection (solid circle) is based on signal to noise ratio; see also 
Appendix B Figure B8. 

 

The analysis shows that PA molecule interaction modes with aluminum oxide surface are in 

a mixture of monodentate and bidentate. The presence of mono/bi-dentate interaction modes on 

H3PO3 modified aluminum oxide shows that the physisorbed Al-PA complexes on metallic 

aluminum surface partly convert to chemisorbed PA on aluminum oxide after H2O rinsing in 

air. 

With different molecular steric and electron environment effects, H3PO3, PPA and MtPPA 

modified aluminum oxides after 240 min exhibit similar secondary ion fragments after stabili-

zation process (i.e. H2O rinsing in air). This means different PA molecular steric or electron 

environment effects do not change the phosphonic acid group interaction mode with aluminum 

oxide. Meanwhile, PePA layer shows the similar binding modes at initial 5 min comparing to 
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other PA molecules after 240 min treatment time. It indicates that PA interaction modes with 

initial NaOH etched aluminum oxide (i.e. PePA_5 min) and re-oxidized aluminum oxide (i.e. 

H3PO3, PPA and MtPPA_ 240 min) are similar to each other. However, PePA layer on the 

aluminum oxide surface after 240 min treatment shows additional PO3Al+, which is absent for 

other PA modified aluminum oxides. This PO3Al+ fragment might come from the hydroxyl 

group (-OH) interaction with neighboring monodented oxygen of P=O due to a PePA layer 

densification, illustrated in Figure 4.11.  

 

Figure 4.11. Sketch of PePA interaction with neighboring molecules on the aluminum oxide 
surface after 240 min treatment; T-shaped conformation of π-π interaction is chosen since it's 

one of the energetically favored configurations. 
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4.2. Conclusion 

The molecular steric effect is a key factor that changes the adsorbed phosphonic acid (PA) 

layer and aluminum oxide layer thickness when the aluminum sheet is removed from acidic PA 

solution and rinsed by H2O in air. After immersion in PA solution, the final H2O-rinsing and 

air-exposure process generates an aluminum re-oxidation process and stabilizes the surface. 

Low steric PA molecules remove the initial aluminum oxide (LOX) and PA molecules assem-

ble on surface in a less compact monodentate & bidentate covalent binding mode. This chemi-

sorbed PA layer converts from prior physisorbed aluminum-phosphonate complexes after the 

stabilization and oxidation via H2O ringing in air. Note that most of the prior physisorbed Al-

PA complexes were removed after H2O rinsing, but only the complexes in close contact with 

the active metal aluminum surface are transformed into the chemisorbed state synergistically 

with the aluminum re-oxidation process in the air. This conversion process also causes a mix-

ture of PA molecules and aluminum oxide/hydroxide on surface, leading to a low stratification 

of PA layer and aluminum oxide layer. Meanwhile, when the steric effect increases to EPA, 

adsorbed EPA starts to hinder the aluminum re-oxidation process of metallic aluminum sub-

strate, which leads to a thinner oxide layer comparing to H3PO3 and MPA. Due to the constant 

adsorbent aluminum surface during the prior adsorption process, and the Al-PA conversion as 

well as re-oxidized aluminum formation mechanisms, the adsorbate PA layer stratification with 

adsorbent aluminum oxide and the oxide layer thickness are constant from 5 min to 240 min. 

Except for PePA, high steric PA and high steric PA with varied electron environment form 

adsorbate layers with higher and time-independent stratification factor comparing to low steric 

PA layers. Meanwhile, these PA molecules require a time-consuming process (60~120 min) to 

dissolve initial aluminum oxide (LOX) due to the inhibition of chemisorbed PA molecules during 

the prior adsorption process. This causes a gradual decrease of PA modified aluminum oxide 

until LOX is completely dissolved. Meanwhile, the high steric effect leads to a hindering effect 

of aluminum re-oxidation process similar to EPA.  

 However, with the highest steric effect, PePA protects initial LOX from initial 5 min and ad-

sorbs on it. The π-π stacking among 2-phenylethyl groups of PePA results into an increase of 

the PePA adsorbed molecules on the surface over time (120 min) until surface saturation. More-

over, the additional degree of freedom to rotate the phenyl ring of PePA might be a prerequisite 

for this densification process. 
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It is important to note that the PA molecular electron environment effect on the adsorbate PA 

layer and the aluminum re-oxidation process is negligible in this Chapter 4. Whereas, in the 

dynamic adsorption process discussed in Chapter 3, the electron environment exhibits a signif-

icant effect on PA chemisorption on aluminum surface. One of the hypotheses is that the air-

exposure step might equalize the difference of CnPPA/MtPPA modified oxides due to the 

strong aluminum re-oxidation. Thus, in the next Chapter 5, the PA surface treatment on alumi-

num oxide substrate is performed in a glovebox to reduce the partial O2 pressure, which reveals 

the effect of PA molecular electron environment effect on aluminum oxide. 
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Chapter 5. Interactive Effects between Phosphonic Acid 
Structure and Aluminum Re-Oxidation 

This chapter is adapted from a manuscript in preparation with multiple co-authors: Zhao R, 

Patrik S, Gaan S, Cancellieri C, Jeurgens L P H and Heuberger M. The major part of this work 

was done by Zhao R. Cancellieri C supervised the XPS/HAXPES and XRD characterization. 

Patrik S, Gaan S, Jeurgens L P H and Heuberger M contribute to the discussion and correction 

of the scientific text. 

The PA molecular structural effect on PA dynamic adsorption process and the final PA mod-

ified aluminum oxide has been discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 respectively. PA molecules with 

different electron environments cause different aluminum dissolution activity but result in a 

similar final modified surface. The strong aluminum re-oxidation process during H2O-rinsing 

and air exposure after PA adsorption process might equalize the effect of PA molecular electron 

environment on adsorbent aluminum surface. To test the hypothesis that different molecular 

electron environment of PA modified aluminum oxides are eventually equalized by re-oxida-

tion upon ex-situ transfer, in this chapter a novel system is used to reduce the partial O2 pressure 

in this chapter: glovebox, sputter chamber and X-ray/hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS/HAXPES) connected via ultra-high vacuum (UHV) transfer system. In this way, a fresh 

physical vapor deposited (PVD) aluminum on silicon substrate is created and transferred di-

rectly to glovebox through the UHV connection system; PA treated aluminum oxide in glove-

box can be characterized by XPS/HAXPES in situ without further oxidation or contamination 

in air. PA surface treatment time is 5 min in both glovebox and air since the PVD aluminum 

film is only 500nm and a longer deposition time increases the H2O in glovebox enormously. 

Two PA molecules with opposite inductive effect on phosphonic acid anchor group are used to 

modify aluminum oxide in glovebox: i.e. (4-cyanophenyl)phosphonic acid (CnPPA) with elec-

tron withdrawing effect, and (4-methoxyphenyl)phosphonic acid (MtPPA) with electron donat-

ing effect. Meanwhile, oxygen and aluminum Auger parameters are used to investigate the 

changes of PA modified aluminum oxides. As a reference, amorphous and crystalline aluminum 

oxides/hydroxides are also characterized (introduced in Chapter 2, section 2.3.3). This chapter 

starts with surface characterization of reference aluminum oxides/hydroxides using oxygen and 

aluminum Auger parameters. Then the effects of PA molecular electron environment and O2 
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concentration are compared by using CnPPA and MtPPA to modify aluminum oxide in glove-

box and air.  

5.1. Results and Discussion 

5.1.1. Auger Parameter 

Different to other conventional XPS characterization, the current study uses an in situ X-ray 

(Al kα) and hard X-ray (Cr kα) combined photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS and HAXPES re-

spectively), which provides access not just to analysis O 1s, Al 2p or oxygen Auger peak (O 

KLL) but also to aluminum Auger peak (Al KLL) of PA modified aluminum oxide, as shown 

in Appendix C, Figure C.2.  

Chapter 4 shows that after PA treatment, the PA modified aluminum oxide exhibited an amor-

phous structure. Different chemical states of aluminum oxides are normally difficult to discern 

by photoelectron peaks (binding energy) due to the differential charging in an amorphous struc-

ture. Due to the charging effect and the existing of initial aluminum oxide, the effect of PA 

molecule on top oxide surface might be hard to extinguish from binding energy shifts. There-

fore, it is essential to utilize the oxygen and aluminum Auger parameter to distinguish the minor 

changes of aluminum oxide because Auger parameter is independent of the charging effect, and 

sensitive to local electronic polarizability and structural changes in the nearest coordination 

sphere of the core-ionized atom[109]. The Auger parameter of an analyzed oxide can be ex-

pressed as: 

Δα = ΔKE + ΔBE ≈ 2ΔR.                                                                                                                                     (5.1) 

Since photoemission and subsequent Auger relaxation are very fast electronic processes, the 

energy contribution of atomic rearrangements in the surrounding structure is assumed to remain 

approximately invariant; Δα is then also a measure for, ΔR, which is the collective relaxation 

energy of the extra-atomic electronic system[110]; this can be seen as electronic polarizability 

of the environment upon core-hole formation. This polarizability is sensitive to structural 

changes (e.g. Madelung constant) in the nearest coordination sphere of the core-ionized 

atom[109]. A useful visualization of the Auger parameter is obtained in the so-called Wagner 

plot, where the Auger electron kinetic energy is plotted on the ordinate and the core-level bind-

ing energy on the inverted abscissa[111]. The relative position of each compound gives infor-

mation on the core hole shielding provided by the ligand environment and the relative covalence 

of the bonding. From the definition of Auger parameter shown in equation (5.1), α, and as 
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reviewed in reference[112], we can state that the line of constant Auger parameter (i.e. constant 

final state effect) comes with a slope = -1 in the Wagner plot: 

KE=α-BE                    (5.2) 

The final state refers to the energy at the final state of a doubly core-ionized atom in an extra-

atomic environment; i.e. mainly nearest-neighboring atoms in so-called first coordination shell. 

Additionally, the probing depth of emitted electrons depends on their kinetic energy: 3λ

cos 𝜃 (nm), which is important when analyzing stratified systems, i.e. top aluminum oxide layer 

on metallic aluminum substrate. For the oxygen Auger parameter, the O 1s binding energy and 

O KLL kinetic energy is obtained from the same XPS measured spectrum due to similar kinetic 

energy; i.e. similar probing depth of 4.9 nm and 3 nm respectively. However, for aluminum 

Auger parameter, the determined Al 2p binding energy and Al KLL kinetic energy from HAX-

PES have a different probing depth: 6.2 nm and 19.3 nm respectively. In order to keep the 

aluminum Auger parameter analysis at a similar probing depth, the determined Al 2p binding 

energy and Al KLL kinetic energy are from XPS and HAXPES respectively since they have 

similar kinetic energy providing similar measuring depth (c.a. 6.4 nm)[113]. Thereby, we lose 

the advantageous cancellation of charging effects when working with only one spectrum, but 

we carefully calibrated both energy scales using Al2p and C1s signals. Combing photoelectron 

with Auger peaks analysis, the different chemical states can be discriminated at a typical accu-

racy around ±0.1eV. 

It is important to note here the PA modified aluminum oxide has multiple aluminum oxide 

components in depth, i.e. aluminum hydroxide/oxide interacting with PA, aluminum oxide, and 

sub-oxide contacting with metallic aluminum. This work is not able to obtain the oxygen and 

aluminum Auger parameters for each component due to the lack of the pre-knowledge of O 

KLL and Al KLL deconvolution. Thus, the Auger parameter presented in the following discus-

sion is an average of extra-atomic polarizability. 

5.1.2. Reference Aluminum Oxides/Hydroxides 

5.1.2.1. Core Level Analysis 

The single crystalline aluminum oxide (α-Al2O3, Sapphire) and polycrystalline aluminum hy-

droxide (α-Al(OH)3, Bayerite) are studied as the reference for different amorphous aluminum 

oxides/hydroxides. Crystal aluminum oxide/hydroxide are prepared in air, and then transferred 

through glovebox to HAXPES/XPS surface characterization. The measured O 1s peak shows 
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that a higher aluminum hydroxylated state exhibits higher binding energy, as shown in Figure 

4b[81, 112]. The valence band shows an energy gap from 0 eV to 4 eV for three samples (Figure 

4d); though the crystal structure is guaranteed by XRD (Appendix C, Figure C.1), the double 

peak shapes of the upper valence band region from 5 eV to 11 eV are typical for crystalline 

oxide structure as shown in Figure 5.1d [114-117]. Meanwhile, different amorphous aluminum 

oxides/hydroxide are compared. These samples are created by exposing PVD aluminum into 

various environments, i.e. glovebox (Al-O GB), air (Al-O air), and low-oxygen H2O immersion 

in glovebox (Al-O+H2O GB). As discussed in Chapter 4 section 4.2.1.1[7, 8], the featureless 

plateau shape of the valence band region from 5 to 14 eV (Figure 5.1d) proves ''Al-O GB'', ''Al-

O air'' and ''Al-O+H2O GB'' are amorphous structures. Note that the signal in the binding energy 

range from 0 to 5 eV contributes from the conduction band of the underlying metallic aluminum 

substrate [98]. 

 
Figure 5.1. XPS measured photoelectron peaks of reference aluminum oxides/hydroxide: a) is 

Al 2p peak, b) is O 1s peak, c) is C 1s peak, and d) is valence band. α-Al2O3 is Sapphire; α-
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Al(OH)3 is Bayerite; ''metallic Al'' is a PVD aluminum directly transferred from sputter cham-
ber to XPS/HAXPES chamber via vacuum transfer system; 'Al-O GB' is a native aluminum 

oxide grown on PVD aluminum in glovebox; 'Al-O+H2O GB' is a PVD aluminum firstly 
transferred to GB followed with 5 min H2O immersion, then dried under vacuum for 30 min; 

'Al-O air' is a native aluminum oxide grown on PVD aluminum in air.  
 

The vacuum transfer system is checked firstly by direct transferring a PVD aluminum from 

sputter chamber to XPS/HAXPES chamber, as illustrated in Chapter 2, Figure 2.4, green arrow 

①, namely ''metallic Al''. Surface characterization of ''metallic Al'' shows that the vacuum 

transfer system prevents aluminum oxidization and air contamination, which is evidenced by 

extremely low oxidized Al 2p, O 1s and C 1s peaks as shown in Figure 5.1a, b and c respec-

tively. When this ''metallic Al'' exposes to glovebox, air and H2O in glovebox, a decrease of 

metallic Al 2p intensity is observed with similar oxidized Al 2p intensity, as shown in Figure 

5.1a. It means the aluminum oxidation increases sequentially: ''metallic Al''< ''Al-O GB''< ''Al-

O air'' < ''Al-O+H2O GB''. This is also evidenced by valence band as shown in Figure 5.1d, dash 

arrow. ''Metallic Al'' shows a broad conductive band near the Femi level (0~4 eV); while this 

conductive band intensity decreases (''Al-O GB''> ''Al-O air''> ''Al-O+H2O GB'') with the in-

crease of aluminum oxidation (oxide film thickness). Until the metallic aluminum phase is out 

of XPS detection range, three crystalline aluminum oxide/hydroxides exhibit a band gap at 0~4 

eV zone. The Al 2p and valence band results indicate that glovebox can effectively decrease 

the aluminum oxidation comparing to air exposure. Meanwhile, immersion of PVD aluminum 

in H2O in glovebox not just increases the oxidation, but also creates additional hydroxide on 

surface. As shown in Figure 5.1b, O 1s peak of ''Al-O+H2O GB'' exhibits a broad peak with 

FWHM of 2.8 eV, which is a peak envelope of oxygen signal from aluminum oxide, aluminum 

hydroxide. Meanwhile, O KLL peak of ''Al-O+H2O GB'' also exhibits a broader shoulder at the 

low binding energy side of O KLL peak as shown in the Appendix C, Figure C.3 (dash arrow). 

This additional shoulder of O KLL is typically contributed by increased aluminum hydrox-

ide[118]. Additionally, ''Al-O+H2O GB'' also shows significant amount of carbon containments 

similar to ''Al-O air''. Thus, one hour Argon-flow deaerated process of H2O is not able to com-

pletely remove initial dissolved CO2 in H2O. Note that the C 1s binding energy of ''Al-O+ H2O 

GB'' is c.a. 0.6 eV higher than other air-exposed surfaces, which might result from the difference 

of dissolved CO2 in water and airborne carbonaceous contamination. The core level analysis of 
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reference amorphous aluminum oxide shows that the native aluminum oxide formed in glove-

box is thinner than the oxide formed in air. Meanwhile, 5 min immersion in H2O in glovebox 

creates additional aluminum hydroxide on the surface. 

5.1.2.2. Auger Parameter Analysis 

The oxygen Auger parameter (αO) is calculated as the sum of oxygen Auger kinetic energy 

(KE_O KLL) and O 1s binding energy (BE_O 1s): 𝛼 𝐾𝐸_𝑂 𝐾𝐿𝐿 𝐵𝐸_𝑂 1𝑠. The XPS and 

HAXPES measured O KLL and Al KLL are shown in Appendix C, Figure C.3 a and b respec-

tively. The calculated oxygen and aluminum Auger parameter values are displayed in Appendix 

C, Table C1. Note that, the core level analysis shows that '' Al-O+H2O GB'' displays a mixed 

hydroxide/oxide layer. Due to the lack of pre-knowledge of O KLL peak deconvolution, the αO 

is calculated using the binding energy of the maximum peak envelope of O 1s and O KLL, 

which represents an average value of αO of the multi-components. 

By plotting the KE_ O KLL vs BE_O 1s values, a Wagner plot is obtained. The corresponding 

data is plotted in Figures 5.2 a) and b) where lines of slope -1 connect chemical states of com-

parable extra-atomic polarizability according to equation (5.2). For amorphous aluminum ox-

ide, ''Al-O GB'' and ''Al-O air'' display similar αO values, which indicates different oxidation 

(different oxide film thickness) in glovebox or air does not change the oxygen extra-atomic 

polarizability inside the amorphous aluminum oxide. However, with a mixture of additional 

aluminum hydroxide component, the average oxygen extra-atomic polarizability of ''Al+H2O 

GB'' is increased presenting as an increased αO value than ''Al-O GB''. In aluminum hydroxide, 

the electron density of oxygen is reduced by sharing valence electron with hydrogen; thus, the 

binding energy of O 1s is increased, which would contribute to the increase of αO value; this is 

under the assumption that the hydroxylation process generates similar O KLL kinetic energy 

referring to the similar O KLL of α-Al(OH)3 and α-Al2O3. This shows that αO is sensitive to 

detecting the formation of aluminum hydroxide in an amorphous structure even it is an average 

value.  
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Figure 5.2. XPS measured oxygen Auger parameter (a.) and XPS/HAXPES measured alumi-

num Auger parameter (b.) of aluminum oxides/hydroxide without PA treatment, where GB 
presents for treatment in glovebox, the dash line with slope=-1 presents for a constant Auger 
parameter value. Crystal aluminum oxide/hydroxides are plotted as cycle shapes: α-Al2O3 is 
Sapphire; α-Al(OH)3 is Bayerite. Amorphous aluminum oxides/hydroxides on PVD aluminum 

substrate are plotted as diamond shapes: ''Al-O GB'' is a native aluminum oxide grown in 
glovebox; ''Al-O air'' is a native aluminum oxide grown in air; ''Al-O+H2O GB'' is a native 

aluminum oxide immersed in H2O in glovebox. 
 

The aluminum Auger parameter (αAl) is calculated as the summary of oxidized aluminum 

Auger kinetic energy (KE_Al KLL) measured by HAXPES and oxidized Al 2p binding energy 

(BE_Al 2p) measured by XPS since they have similar kinetic energy providing similar meas-

uring depth (c.a. 6.4 nm)[113]: 𝛼 𝐾𝐸_𝐴𝑙 𝐾𝐿𝐿 𝐵E_𝐴𝑙 2𝑝. The calculated αAl values are 

presented in Appendix C, Table C1. When aluminum is directly transferred to XPS/HAXPS, 

''Metallic Al'' exhibits high αAl value of 1466 eV; whereas αAl values in aluminum oxides are 

reduced because the screening effect of aluminum atom is reduced sharing electrons with oxy-

gen in aluminum oxide (Figure 5b).  

The αAl values of reference aluminum oxides/hydroxides increase in the sequence of α-

Al(OH)3 < α-Al2O3 ≈ ''Al-O air'' ≈ ''Al-O+H2O GB'' < ''Al-O GB''. Aluminum oxidation is 

strongly suppressed in glovebox. The screening effect of aluminum atoms in the native amor-

phous aluminum oxide film formed in glovebox (Al-O GB) is significantly enhanced by the 

proximity of the metallic aluminum substrate[119]. However, with the increase of aluminum 

oxidation, the effect of metallic aluminum phase does not exhibits in ''Al-O air'' and ''Al-O+H2O 

GB''. It is interesting to note that a hydroxylated aluminum oxide (Al-O+H2O GB) and a native 

amorphous aluminum oxide formed in air (Al-O air) display similar αAl value, which is similar 
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to a crystalline structure (α-Al2O3). Similar αAl values of ''Al-O air'' and ''Al-O+H2O GB'' indi-

cate the average aluminum extra-atomic polarizability is not increased by the hydroxylation of 

''Al-O+H2O GB''. It is because the increased hydrogens are associated with oxygen atoms but 

not with aluminum atoms; meanwhile, aluminum atom has a stronger self-screening effect than 

oxygen atom. Additionally, the local chemical environment of aluminum atom is not changed 

with the structural transition from crystalline to amorphous[120], thus, α-Al2O3 ≈''Al-O air''. 

However, the crystalline aluminum hydroxide (α-Al(OH)3) significantly decreases the αAl value 

due to the extra hydrogen bond networking[121]. Thus, αAl is sensitive to distinguish ultra-low 

oxidation due to the effect of metallic aluminum substrate. 

As a brief summary of reference amorphous aluminum oxides study, glovebox can largely 

suppress the aluminum oxidation process; H2O immersion process hydroxylates the aluminum 

oxide, which increases the average oxygen Auger parameter. Thus, oxygen Auger parameter is 

sensitive to the existing of additional hydroxide; aluminum Auger parameter is sensitive to dis-

tinguish low aluminum oxidation state. 

5.1.3. CnPPA and MtPPA Modified Aluminum Oxides 

The electron density of phosphonic acid anchor group is reduced due to the electron with-

drawing effect of cyano group in CnPPA, but increased due to the electron donating effect of 

methoxy group in MtPPA as described in Chapter 1, Figure 1.4[32]. The results show that dur-

ing the dynamic adsorption process, CnPPA forms an unstable covalent bond with aluminum 

surface (as illustrated in Chapter 3, Figure 3.1 K7); whereas, MtPPA forms a stable chemisorp-

tion and passivates the aluminum surface as discussed in Chapter 3 (as illustrated in Chapter 3, 

Figure 3.1 K5). However, after H2O rinsing and air exposure, adsorbate CnPPA and MtPPA 

layers show same aluminum oxide thickness and same oxygen Auger parameter as discussed 

in Chapter 4, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7 respectively. The H2O rinsing stops the acidic attack on 

aluminum oxide surface and air-exposure step oxidized the unstable reactive aluminum sites on 

surface, which equalizes different PA modified aluminum surfaces in the prior adsorption stage. 

Thus, CnPPA and MtPPA surface treatment is transferred to glovebox, and compared with the 

treatment in air. The effect of molecular electron environment and air-exposure on adsorbent 

aluminum oxide are investigated in detail. 
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5.1.3.1. Core Level Analysis 

Comparing to ''Al-O GB'', CnPPA/MtPPA modified aluminum oxides in glovebox exhibit 

higher aluminum oxidation exhibiting a decrease of metallic Al 2p signal as shown in Figure 

5a. The featureless plateau shape (5 to 11 eV) of valence bands of PA modified aluminum 

oxides in glovebox/air indicates similar amorphous structures to ''Al-O GB'' and ''Al-O+H2O 

GB'' (Figure 5.3c). CnPPA and MtPPA modified aluminum oxides in air show similar peak 

shape, binding energy and intensity of Al 2p, O 1s, valence band (Figure 5 a,b,c), O KLL and 

Al KLL (Appendix C, Figure C4 a,b). This is in agreement with results in Chapter 4 that a 

strong oxidation in air equalizes any difference of CnPPA/MtPPA modified aluminum oxide, 

i.e. ''Al-O+CnPPA air'' is similar to ''Al-O+MtPPA air''.  

 
Figure 5.3. XPS measured photoelectron peaks of PA surface modified physical vapor depos-
ited (PVD) aluminum samples: a) is Al 2p peaks, b) is O 1s peaks, c) is valence band and d) is 
P 2s peak, where ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' is a native oxide formed in glovebox and treated in de-
aerated CnPPA solution in glovebox; ''Al-O+CnPPA air'' is a native oxide formed in air and 
treated in CnPPA solution in air; for MtPPA treated samples in glovebox and in air are noted 
as ''Al-O+MtPPA GB'' and ''Al-O+MtPPA air'' respectively. Reference aluminum oxides ''Al-

O GB'' and ''Al-O+H2O GB'' are plotted together as dotted line. 
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When the O2 concentration is limited in glovebox, the O 1s peak of ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' shifts 

to higher binding energy than ''Al-O+MtPPA GB''. Meanwhile, the unsymmetrical shape and 

the higher FWHM (2.7 eV) of O 1s peak of ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' indicates that CnPPA surface 

modification creates multiple oxygen components. Meanwhile, O KLL peak of ''Al-O+CnPPA 

GB'' also exhibits a broader shoulder at the low binding energy side of O KLL peak comparing 

to ''Al-O+MtPPA GB'' as shown in the Appendix C, Figure C.3(dash arrow). This is the similar 

case to ''Al-O+H2O GB'', i.e. this additional shoulder of O KLL is contributed by increased 

aluminum hydroxide[118]. Thus, CnPPA treatment in glovebox creates additional hydroxide, 

which is not observed on ''Al-O+MtPPA GB'' and ''Al-O+MtPPA/CnPPA air''. During the sur-

face treatment, CnPPA forms unstable chemisorption on aluminum oxide surface, which is not 

capable to prevent the acidic attack. Thus, after H2O rinsing in glovebox, the reactive aluminum 

sites on surface coverts to aluminum hydroxide during 30 min vacuum drying procedure. How-

ever, due to the strong oxidation in air, these reactive aluminum sites on surface is oxidized to 

aluminum oxide. Thus, the additional hydroxide phase only exhibits on ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' but 

not on ''Al-O+CnPPA air''. Additionally, MtPPA passives the initial aluminum oxide in the 5 

min adsorption stage. Thus, there is no additional hydroxide phase on MtPPA surface in glove-

box or air.  Additionally, due to the unstable chemisorption, there are less CnPPA adsorbed on 

PVD aluminum oxide surface than MtPPA in air and glovebox as shown in Figure 5.3d. More-

over, when strong oxidation in air is absent in glovebox, H2O rinsing step may further remove 

a certain amount of CnPPA.    

5.1.3.2. Auger Parameter Analysis 

The adsorption stage study shows that CnPPA and MtPPA molecules only modified the surf-

icial-top layer of aluminum oxide with 5 min treatment time. It means the variation of different 

PA treated aluminum oxides in glovebox or air would be small. Thus, here it is important to 

state the XPS/HAXPES measurement resolution and the reproducibility of triple samples for 

each PA treatment condition. The resolution of XPS/HAXPES measured is 0.1 eV; for each PA 

treatment condition, the standard deviation of triple Auger parameter values represent the re-

producibility. Therefore, in the following discussion, when the difference of two Auger param-

eter values is higher than 0.1 eV and larger than the sum of their standard deviation, these two 

Auger parameters are considered as different values. The XPS and HAXPES measured O KLL 

and Al KLL peaks are shown in Appendix C, Figure C.4 a and b respectively. The calculated 

average oxygen and aluminum Auger parameter values are displayed in Appendix C, Table C.1. 
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Due to the strong re-oxidation in air, CnPPA and MtPPA modified aluminum oxides exhibit 

similar αO values, i.e. ''Al-O+CnPPA air'' ≈ ''Al-O+MtPPA air'', as shown in Figure 5.4a. How-

ever, in glovebox, the αO value of ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' is 0.2 eV higher than ''Al-O+MtPPA 

GB'' (with the sum of standard deviation of 0.15 eV). This increased αO value of 0.2 eV would 

be contributed by the additional hydroxide component. As discussed in core level analysis, after 

H2O rinsing in glovebox, CnPPA generates reactive aluminum sites during the prior 5 min ad-

sorption stage. The residual H2O on surface covers these reactive aluminum sites into aluminum 

hydroxides during 30 min vacuum drying procedure. Additionally, the increased oxygen Auger 

parameter would also be contributed by the chemisorbed CnPPA molecule. Specifically, with 

the electron withdrawing group, the CnPPA anchor group electron density is reduced; thus, the 

electron density of oxygen atom on the oxide surface is further reduced when it is covalent 

binding with the phosphorus atom of CnPPA. The current work is not able to distinguish 

whether the hydroxide or chemisorbed CnPPA contributes to increased αO value, or it is a syn-

ergistic effect. However, the effect from adsorbed CnPPA might be minor due to the low P 2s 

intensity. It is interesting to notice that ''Al-O+MtPPA GB/air'' and ''Al-O+CnPPA air'' show 

similar αO values, which again suggests that strong air oxidation equalizes the different alumi-

num oxides modified by CnPPA and MtPPA. 

As for the αAl values of MtPPA/CnPPA modified aluminum oxides in glovebox and air, the 

differences are less than 0.1 eV with high standard deviations, as shown in Figure 5.4b. αAl is 

not able to distinguish the different PA modified aluminum oxides because firstly, αAl is not 

sensitive to the hydroxylated state changes on the amorphous aluminum oxide surface as dis-

cussed in Figure 3.5; secondly, the adsorbed PA molecules interact with oxygen but not with 

aluminum. Additionally, it seems like there is a slope = -3 crossing amorphous aluminum oxide 

with or without PA treatment that represents for the same aluminum initial state[115]. But this 

is not discussed in the present study with such high standard deviations. 
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Figure 5.4. XPS measured oxygen Auger parameter (a.) and XPS/HAXPES measured alumi-
num Auger parameter (b.) of PA modified aluminum oxide (square shape) and reference alu-

minum oxides without PA treatment, where GB presents for treatment in glovebox and the 
dash line with slope = -1 presents for a constant Auger parameter value. ''Al-O+CnPPA GB'' 
is a native oxide formed in glovebox and treated in deaerated CnPPA solution in glovebox; 
''Al-O+CnPPA air'' is a native oxide formed in air and treated in CnPPA solution in air; for 

MtPPA treated samples in glovebox and in air are noted as ''Al-O+MtPPA GB'' and ''Al-
O+MtPPA air'' respectively. 

5.2. Conclusion  

This work systematically compares the reference crystalline and amorphous aluminum ox-

ides/hydroxide and CnPPA/MtPPA modified aluminum oxide in glovebox and air. The average 

oxygen and aluminum Auger parameters are calculated by using the binding energy of the max-

imum peak envelope measured by XPS/HAXPES. From the study of reference aluminum ox-

ides/hydroxide, it is clear that the average oxygen Auger parameter (αO) is sensitive to detect 

the presence of hydroxide component, which increases the average oxygen extra-atomic polar-

izability exhibiting an increased αO value. Meanwhile, the average aluminum Auger parameter 

(αAl) is sensitive to detect the effect of nearby metallic aluminum substrate on a thin amorphous 

oxide layer. 

Two phosphonic acid (PA) molecules are used as model PA to modify aluminum oxide sur-

face in glovebox or air. CnPPA with an electron withdrawing molecular environment de-

creases the electron density of PA anchor group, and MtPPA with an electron donating molec-

ular environment that increases the electron density of PA anchor group. With the comparison 

of CnPPA treatment in glovebox and air, it is clear that the unstable reactive aluminum surface 

modified by CnPPA is hydroxylated by H2O with 30 min vacuum drying and oxidized by O2 

in air-exposure, respectively. Thus, CnPPA modified aluminum oxide in air exhibits a high 
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average oxygen extra-polarizability (αO value) than CnPPA surface modified in air due to the 

additional hydroxide. However, MtPPA passivates the adsorbent oxide barely exhibiting hy-

droxide phase in glovebox and air. 

This work shows that the final stage of PA modified aluminum surface is highly dependent 

on the exposure atmosphere (e.g. O2, H2O) when PA aluminum oxide surface modification 

uses CnPPA-like molecules (e.g. low steric PA and PPA causing significant aluminum disso-

lution during prior adsorption process in Chapter 3). Meanwhile, MtPPA-like molecules (e.g. 

BPA and PePA with stable chemisorption during the prior adsorption process in Chapter 3) 

passivate the aluminum oxide surface independent of the following exposure atmosphere.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Outlook 

The molecular structural effects of phosphonic acid (PA) molecules on the aluminum oxide 

surface modification are investigated in this work. PA with varied molecular steric and electron 

environments are systematically compared. Three different stages covering the whole PA sur-

face treatment process are discussed in Chapter 3 (dynamic PA adsorption stage), Chapter 4 

(final stage of PA modified aluminum oxide), and Chapter 5 (air-exposure transition stage be-

tween the above two stages). This work has revealed some unexpected facts and mechanisms 

that are not described or clearly established in the previous literature: 

During the dynamic PA adsorption stage, there is a non-equilibrium steady state charge and 

species transfer process on aluminum surface in PA solution (0.01 M, pH ≈ 2). Note that even 

in the H3PO3 solution that causes the most active aluminum dissolution, this non-equilibrium 

steady state occurs from 5 min until 240 min in 5 mL H3PO3 solution on a pure aluminum sheet 

with the contacting surface area of c.a. 260 mm2. This reveals the nature of low-solubility of 

aluminum-phosphonate complexes acting as an aluminum dissolution barrier.  

However, the acidic attack of low steric PA molecules (H3PO3, MPA, EPA) on the c.a. 3 nm 

native aluminum oxide created after NaOH etching (LOX) is still a fast process within 5 min. A 

high steric PA molecule slows down the aluminum dissolution via chemisorption evidenced by 

the high aluminum surface impedance. Except for PePA, this chemisorption provides only lim-

ited protection on the surface causing a slower dissolution of LOX between 5 min to 120 min, 

which is deduced from the final stage of aluminum oxide thickness. Due to the high steric effect 

of PePA (2-phenylethyl group), PePA chemisorbs and passivates the LOX for the entire 240 min 

immersion time. Additionally, the effect of PA molecular electron environment also varies the 

stability of chemisorption on the aluminum surface, which is barely considered in previous 

work. With an electron withdrawing group, the reduced electron density of CnPPA anchor 

group destabilizes its covalent binding on the aluminum surface. Conversely, MtPPA with an 

electron donating electron environment stabilizes its chemisorption on the aluminum surface. 

After PA adsorption stage, the PA modified aluminum sheet is rinsed by H2O in air. This 

transition towards air exposure has a crucial impact on the final stage of PA surface modifica-

tion. It is the first time in this work to discuss systematically the PA molecular structural effect 

and aluminum re-oxidation effect on aluminum oxide surface modification in this transition 

stage to full air-exposure. Firstly, the physisorbed aluminum-phosphonate complexes that inti-

mate contact on reactive hydroxylated aluminum surface convert to chemisorbed state after 
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H2O rinsing synergistically with aluminum re-oxidation in air. This conversion is evidenced by 

mono-/bi-dentate covalent bindings of H3PO3 with aluminum oxide after 240 min treatment 

time. Meanwhile, this converted PA layer shows a low stratification with aluminum oxide layer, 

i.e. a rather mixture of low steric PA molecules and aluminum oxide. Due to the similar ionic 

interaction between low steric phosphonate anions with aluminum cations, the stratification 

factor of H3PO3, MPA and EPA are the same. However, note that the synergistic aluminum re-

oxidation in air is limited with the increase of adsorbate PA steric effect. EPA is a benchmark 

molecule that starts to reduce significantly the re-oxidized aluminum layer thickness. 

Moreover, the strong oxidation of air-exposure step in the transition stage might also affect 

the final stage of high steric PA layer. In addition to PePA, although high steric PA molecules 

chemisorb on the surface, the stratification of high steric PA layer with oxide layer decreases 

after 5 min (typically for BPA and CnPPA). This work raises the hypothesis that this phenom-

enon might also be due to the high steric PA layer captured aluminum-phosphonate complexes 

in the adsorption stage. The existing of aluminum-phosphonate complexes in high steric solu-

tion is inferred from the detected aluminum cations in solution and the gradual decrease of final 

aluminum oxide layer from 5 min to 120 min.  

This strong oxidation during transition upon air-exposure is further studied in a glovebox at 

very low O2 partial pressure. After 5 min treatment in glovebox, the average of oxygen extra-

atomic electronic polarizability of CnPPA modified aluminum oxide is increased due to the 

mixture of hydroxide. The CnPPA modified unstable reactive aluminum surface are converted 

to hydroxide by the residual H2O on surface after H2O rinsing and 30 min vacuum drying. 

Whereas, a full air-exposure step or prior MtPPA surface passivation exhibits an aluminum 

oxide after surface treatment. Thus, the final PA modified aluminum oxide morphology de-

pends on both, molecular structural effect in the adsorption stage as well as the exposure at-

mosphere effect in the transition stage. 

The high steric effect of PePA with 2-phenylethyl group is a remarkable molecule because it 

shows the same modified aluminum oxide surface during the adsorption stage (from 5 min to 

240 min) and also in the final stage. Firstly, during the adsorption stage of 240 min, PePA 

provides sufficient surface passivation and thus, protects the initial LOX layer. Therefore, the 

air-exposure transition stage does not significantly change the thickness of adsorbent LOX. 

Meanwhile, PePA is also uniquely capable of self-assemble, which increases the amount of 

adsorbed PA molecules and reaches surface saturation after 120 min due to the π-π interaction 

among 2-phenylethyl groups.  
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This work provides a systematical fundamental understanding of molecular steric and electron 

environment effects on phosphonic acid interaction with aluminum oxide surface. A few ana-

lytical tools are provided in this work, which helps feature study:  

1. relative dissolution inhibition factor using H3PO3 as a benchmark,  

2. frequency dependent resistor and capacitor of equivalent circuit used for EIS data analysis,  

3. normalized stratification factor being a measure for  adsorbed PA molecule on surface,  

4. A XPS/HAXPES combined system consists of glovebox and vacuum transfer system 

providing oxygen and aluminum Auger parameter analysis without air-exposure contam-

ination. 

 These fundamental understandings and analytical tools are instructive for the design of PA 

molecules tailored to specific application scenarios. Synthesis of a new PA molecule with an 

additional functional group on 2-phenylethyl phosphonic acid would be a good candidate for a 

fast SAMs formation on aluminum surface, which only requires 240 min at room temperature, 

protects the adsorbent oxide layer, and fits well into an oxygen limited environment as shown 

in Figure 6.1.  

 

Figure 6.1. Suggested design of a new phosphonic acid for the next generation of aluminum 
oxide surface functionalization. 

 

This kind of PA surface modification would be applied for a primer on the aluminum oxide 

surface to increase the adhesive joining adhesion and durability. Meanwhile, when the adsor-

bent extends from pure aluminum sheet to aluminum alloys, e.g. aluminum alloy 5XXX/ 6XXX 

series commonly used in the automobile industry, magnesium is the major alloy element that is 

stable in acidic solution. To use a PA molecule with similar structure to high steric PA studied 

(e.g. BPA, MtPPA) as a primer would increases the aluminum alloy surface lateral homogeneity 

for a short immersion time (within 5 min) since the aluminum oxide is protected.  
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Appendix A 

1. PH measurement of the prepared PA solution 

The pH measurement is done at room temperature by 914 pH/Conductometer by Metrohm 

AG. 

Table A.1.  pH value of 0.01M phosphonic acid aquatic solution 

acid H3PO3 MPA EPA tBPA BPA PePA PPA CnPPA MtPPA 

pH 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.4 

 

2. Initial transition to steady state 

Numerical simulations of the initial transition to steady state at interface according to the rate 

model proposed in the main manuscript is shown in Figure A.1. The aluminum sample is im-

mersed into one of the phosphonic acid solutions and the native oxide layer is assumed to be 

dissolved quickly to form a mainly hydrolyzed aluminum surface, i.e. at t0=0. The adsorbed 

states of phosphonic acid are initially unpopulated. Therefore, the aluminum leaching rate (from 

unprotected aluminum surface) is initially maximal, followed by an asymptotic decrease to a 

steady state value; a constant rate of aluminum dissolution is eventually reached (figures below, 

red curve). We have simulated three different scenarios to visualize the kinetics of competitive 

adsorption/desorption; i.e. involving physisorption with/without the possibility to ensue mono-

dentate or bidentate chemisorption. The most stable chemisorbed states are predominantly pop-

ulated at steady state, as they are available. In all scenarios, a constant aluminum leaching rate 

(i.e. constant slope of red curve) is eventually reached, predicting steady state conditions. This 

numerical simulation is supported by Prof. Dr. Manfred Heuberger. 
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 Figure A.1. Numerical simulation of charges and species transfer at the interface of PA solu-
tion and aluminum surface, as predicted by the proposed rate model: from transition period 

to steady-state. 

 

3. Aluminum concentration measured by ICP-OES 

The total amount of aluminum dissolved in the supernatant solution as a function of time was 

measured, as displayed in Figure 3.2. Each PA treatment condition was repeated for three times, 

the average value and standard deviation (STDEV) are shown in Table A.2. 

 

Table A.2. Aluminum concentration (ppm) evolution with time in different PA solutions 
a) low steric PA 

 time (min) 
H3PO3 MPA EPA 

average STDEV average STDEV average STDEV 

5 0.40 0.04 0.23 0.02 0.10 0.01 

15 1.19 0.12 0.48 0.02 0.21 0.01 
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60 3.60 0.99 2.24 0.07 0.96 0.07 

120 8.22 0.57 4.43 0.29 2.57 0.3 

240 15.74 1.06 8.39 0.19 4.53 0.18 

b) high steric PA 

 time (min) 
tBPA BPA PePA 

average STDEV average STDEV average STDEV 

5  -  - 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 

15  -  - 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.000 

60 0.01 0.00 0.17 0.01 0.04 0.01 

120 0.06 0.01 0.35 0.04 0.06 0.01 

240 0.16 0.01 0.75 0.07 0.07 0.01 

c) high steric PA with varied electron environment 

time (min) 
CnPPA PPA MtPPA 

average STDEV average STDEV average STDEV 

5 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.005 0.04 0.01 

15 0.14 0.01 0.12 0.012 0.06 0.01 

60 0.59 0.01 0.36 0.016 0.12 0.01 

120 1.22 0.12 0.80 0.082 0.19 0.03 

240 2.57 0.18 1.85 0.082 0.29 0.02 

 

4. Equivalent circuit fitting of EIS data 

The equivalent circuit model used to fit and interpret the EIS measurements were modified to 

allow for low-frequency (LF) features especially for two of the equivalent circuit elements. In 

order to allow stable fitting, we chose functions that mainly change at low frequency, but exhibit 

asymptotic behavior at higher frequency. Namely, we choose the following mathematical rep-

resentation: 

𝑅  𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑔  ∑ , with monotonous frequency scaling 𝑎 𝑓 log 𝑓 4, 

in which frequency dependent geometric interface capacitance (Cg(f)), frequency dependent 

interface- or charge transfer resistance (R(f)) 

With this mathematical description LF-features can be described by an array of coefficients 

Ci; the first coefficient, C0, corresponds to a constant value (i.e. the conventional model), here 

also seen as high-frequency asymptotic value. Table B summarizes the numerical fitting results 

that are also used to generate the fitted curves (plain lines) shown in Figure 6 of the main paper. 

Note that the value of Zint is a complex number described by two arrays of coefficients Ci. 
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Table A.3. The coefficients Ci used in the frequency-dependent element calculation.   

H3PO3 AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.20E+3 1.29E+3 2.80E-6 0 0 2.01E+4 -6.44E+3 

C1 - - -1.97E-5 - - 7.70E+3 5.19E+4 

C2 - - 7.96E-5 - - -3.54E+4 -6.95E+4 

C3 - - 2.33E-6 - - -6.89E+4 -2.04E+0 

C4 - - -4.09E-6 - - 1.56E+5 -7.77E-1 

 

MPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.70E+3 2.23E+3 7.21E-7 0 0 9.15E+4 2.47E+3 

C1 - - -1.09E-6 - - -2.37E+5 4.13E+4 

C2 - - 2.76E-5 - - 1.75E+5 -7.19E+4 

C3 - - - - - 8.40E+2 -3.37E+4 

C4 - - - - - 1.75E+5 -7.19E+4 

 

EPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 2.72E+3 2.66E+3 1.01E-6 0 0 3.11E+5 5.33E+4 

C1 - - -1.46E-6 - - -6.14E+5 -2.22E+4 

C2 - - 1.45E-5 - - 5.99E+4 -1.16E+5 

C3 - - -1.62E-8 - - 1.97E+5 -4.32E+3 

C4 - - -2.01E-6 - - 2.12E+5 1.34E+5 

 

tBPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.67E+4 2.94E+3 1.72E-6 0 0 1.55E+6 -6.22E+5 

C1 - - -2.65E-6 - - -1.11E+7 1.33E+6 

C2 - - 1.04E-6 - - 2.83E+7 4.92E+5 

C3 - - - - - 1.17E-8 -7.09E+5 

C4 - - - - - -3.10E+7 -1.52E+6 

 

BPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 6.54E-13 1.96E+3 1.29E-6 7.10E+4 1.46E-6 3.85E+5 0 

C1 - - - 7.67E+5 2.19E-5 2.88E+5 0 

C2 - - - 3.65E+4 - - - 

C3 - - - -6.00E+5 - - - 
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PePA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.25E+4 1.83E+3 1.59E-6 0 0 4.21E+5 0 

C1 - - 4.64E-7 - - 1.02E-8 0 

C2 - - - - - 7.54E-9 0 

C3 - - - - - 1.26E+7 0 

C4 - - - - - -1.36E+7 0 

 

CnPPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.50E+3 1.30E+3 2.12E-6 7.72E+5 1.35E-5 8.74E+5 0 

C1 - - -2.75E-6 -1.00E+6 -1.76E-5 -1.16E+6 0 

 

PPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.50E+3 1.67E+3 1.52E-6 9.90E+5 6.05E-6 9.40E+5 -1.08E+5 

C1 - - - -1.29E+6 - -1.20E+6 1.25E+6 

C2 - - - - - -1.80E-8 -1.43E+6 

 

CnPPA AW Re Cg Rct CED Z'int Z''int 

C0 1.50E+3 1.79E+3 1.00E-6 9.36E+04 -2.58E-06 1.23E+05 -1.08E+5 

C1 - - 1.53E-6 7.57E+05 2.09E-05 1.41E+06 1.25E+6 

C2 - - - 4.26E+04 -1.31E-06 4.03E-02 -1.43E+6 

C4 - - - -2.24E+05 2.01E-04 -1.39E+05  

C5 - - - -1.10E+06 -   

Note: Error values are unfortunately not quantifiable due to the semi-automated iterative fitting 
procedure, required to avoid parameter runaways. The iterative process was thus sometimes 
stopped with only a selection of parameters enabled. Since we show measured and model-cal-
culated values together in all plots, a visual rather than quantitative inspection of fitting error 
is still readily available. 

 

5. Bode plots of EIS data 

Figure A.2 shows the same data as in Figure 3.3 but this time displayed in the Bode-plot 

representation, where the results are divided into three groups a), b) and c) based on the mole-

cule classification mentioned in Chapter 1, Figure 1.3). The blue diamond shape shows the 

aluminum surface impedance (ZAl_surface).  
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Figure A.2. The EIS measurement results and their equivalent circuit fittings of aluminum in 
different PA solutions in the Bode plot representation. 

 

6. Insights from molecule calculations 

Table A.4 lists some key theoretical values calculated for the nine different phosphonic acid 

molecules. 

Table A.4. DFT calculated ionization potential (IP), vertical electron affinity (EA), and elec-

tronegativity (χ); HOMO/ LUMO energy and energy gap (ΔE). 

 IP: 
E(N-1)-E(N) 

EA: 
E(N)-E(N+1) 

χ: 
(IP+EA)/2 

EHOMO 

(eV) 
ELUMO 

(eV) 

ΔE 
(ELUMO-
EHOMO) 

H3PO3 10.69 -1.80 4.44 -8.58 0.38 8.96 
MPA 10.22 -0.94 4.64 -8.21 0.35 8.56 
EPA 9.97 -0.90 4.53 -8.11 0.37 8.48 
tBPA 9.43 -0.91 4.26 -7.92 0.40 8.32 
BPA 8.77 -1.26 3.76 -6.84 -0.49 6.35 
PePA 8.62 -1.37 3.62 -7.26 -0.86 6.40 

CnPPA 9.34 0.77 5.05 -7.87 -2.40 5.48 
PPA 9.05 -0.23 4.41 -7.39 -1.16 6.23 

MtPPA 8.16 -0.62 3.77 -6.63 -0.87 5.76 
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Appendix B 

1. Calculated Atomic Fraction of Phosphorus Atom in PA Molecule 

 

Table B.1. Atomic fraction of phosphorus atom in the respective PA molecular unit (excluding 
H, since it cannot be detected by XPS) for the different PA molecules, noted as 𝑓  . 

 H3PO3 MPA EPA tBPA BPA PePA CnPPA PPA MtPPA 

𝑓  1/4 1/5 1/6 1/8 1/11 1/12 1/12 1/10 1/12 

  

2. Shakeup Binding Energy of C 1s Evolution with Different PA Molecules Treated 

Aluminum Oxide Surface. 

 

Figure B.1. Resolved binding energy of the C 1s ππ* shakeup satellite peak for the different 
PA molecules (see Fig. 2) after an immersion time of 5 min and 240 min. LOX is the NaOH 

etched aluminum oxide prior to PA surface treatment. 
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3. Survey Scan of Aluminum Oxide Formed after NaOH Etching 

 
Figure B.2. XPS survey scan of the aluminum surface after etching in NaOH, followed by 

rinsing in water and exposure to air (LOX). Besides the signals from aluminum oxide and me-
tallic aluminum, there are still significant amounts of adventitious carbon from air exposure. 

A slight fluorine contamination originates from the XPS analysis chamber. 
 

4. Valence Band of Aluminum Oxide Formed after NaOH Etching 

 

Figure B.3. XPS measurement of the valence band region of the aluminum surface after etch-
ing in NaOH, followed by rinsing in deionized water and exposure to air. As evidenced by the 

featureless shape of the upper valence band, the oxide film is predominantly amorphous. 
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5. Deconvolution of Photoelectron Peak, Al 2p, of NaOH Etching Formed Aluminum 

Oxide  

 

Figure B.4.Peak fitting of the measured Al 2p spectrum of the aluminum surface after etching 
in NaOH, followed by rinsing in deionized water and exposure to air. The Al 2p spectrum 

shows contributions from metallic aluminum substrate and in the oxide overlayer. Note: the 
metallic Al 2p main peak was shifted to 73 eV to correct for differences in charging during the 

XPS measurement. 

 

6. Parameters for Aluminum Oxide Thickness Calculation 

Here different parameters of amorphous aluminum oxide, α-Al2O3 (Sapphire), α-Al(OH)3 

(Bayerite) and metallic aluminum (Al) for aluminum oxide calculation are listed in Table B.2. 

Specifically, the IMFP values were calculated from the TTP2 formulism. Eg denotes the optical 

band gap (eV); BE is the binding energy of the respective Al 2p main peak; ρ is the density 

(g/cm3); M is the atomic or molecular weight; Nv is the number of valence electrons per atom 

(for elemental solids) or for the molecular unit (for compounds). 

 

Table B.2. Calculated values of the inelastic mean free pass (IMFP) of Al 2p photoelectrons 
emitted by Al X-rays in the solid and traveling through metallic aluminum or different alumi-

num oxide/hydroxide phases.  
 Eg (eV) BE (eV)  (g/cm3) M (g/mol) Nv IMFP (nm) 

amorphous Al2O3 3.6 74.68 3.2 101.96 24 3.06 

α-Al2O3 9 74.68 3.97 101.96 24 3.28 

α-Al(OH)3 5.54 74.68 2.455 78 21 3.44 

metallic Al 0 72.8 2.669 26.9815 3 3.12 
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7. The Average of Aluminum Oxide Thickness Calculated by Assuming Different 

Oxide/Hydroxide Structure as Documented in Table B.2. 

 

Figure B.5. Average value and standard deviation of the PA modified oxide film thickness as 
a function of immersion time. The error bars were calculated from the thickness values ob-

tained from three identical, repetitive surface treatments, while assuming different values for 
the density and IMFPs of different oxide/hydroxide phase, as tabulated in Table B.2. 

 

8. Valence Band of Aluminum Oxide Formed after Different Chemical Treatment. 

 

Figure B.6. XPS measurements of the valence band region of all chemically treated surfaces, 
evidencing a featureless shape of the upper valence band similar to that of the NaOH etched 
aluminum surface (denoted as LOX). It may thus be concluded that an amorphous state of the 
oxide film is largely preserved after chemical treatment, followed by H2O rinsing and air ex-

posure.  
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9. Binding Energy Shifts of Oxidized Al 2p and P 2s Photoelectron Peaks as Function 

of Time after Different PA Treatment. 

 

Figure B.7. Resolved binding energies (BE) of (a,b,c) the oxidic Al 2p, and (d,e,f) the P 2s 
main peaks as a function of immersion time for the PA molecules of class (a) – (b). 
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10. ToF-SIMS Spectrums of PA-Aluminum Fragments on Various Aluminum Oxides 

Modified by Chosen PA Molecules. 

For each group of PA molecules, one PA molecule is chosen to study its phosphonic acid 

group interaction mode with aluminum oxide. The normalized intensity is used to present dif-

ferent fragment intensity, which is calculated by measured peak intensity divided by total mass 

counts.  

 
Figure B.8. ToF-SIMS surface characterization of aluminum oxide formed by NaOH etching 
(LOX) and aluminum oxide formed after different PA treatment: H3PO3_240 min, PPA_240 

min, MtPPA_240 min, PePA_240 min and PePA_5 min.  
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Appendix C 

1. X-ray/ Hard X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS/HAXPES) Surface Characteri-

zation. 

MtPPA modified aluminum oxide surface in glovebox is denoted as ''Al-O+MtPPA GB''. The 

survey and detail scans of ''Al-O+MtPPA GB'' is used as an example to display by X-ray/ hard 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPA/ HAXPES) surface characterization, as shown in Fig-

ure C.1. HAXPS provides more information on deep core-level photoelectron lines and its Au-

ger transition, such as Al 1s and Al KLL, as shown in Figure C.1 red line. Moreover, HAXPES 

is more in depth sensitive with the probing depth of photoelectrons up to ~20 nm[113]. XPS 

surface characterization is more surface sensitive than HAXPES. For example, in this current 

study, XPS measured Al 2p detail scan shows a clear two peaks that contribute from the top 

oxide film and underneath metallic aluminum substrate, as shown in Figure C.1 blue line. How-

ever, HAXPES measured Al 2p detail scan exhibits a weak oxidized Al 2p peak. Thus, it is 

necessary to combine XPS and HAXPES to provide a full information on PA modified alumi-

num oxide. 
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Figure C.1. HAXPES and XPS measured MtPPA modified aluminum oxide in glovebox (Al-
O+MtPPA GB). The red line shows the HAXPES survey scan spectrum with enlarged cap-

tions for details scan of photoelectron peaks, Augers peaks and valence band (VB). The blue 
line displays the XPS surface survey scan and enlarged captions for detail scan spectrums. 

 

2. XRD Characterization of Crystalline Aluminum Oxide/Hydroxide 

The crystalline structure of commercial single crystalline Sapphire (α-Al2O3), lab synthe-

sized Bayerite (α-Al(OH)3) is characterized by XRD. The lab synthesized aluminum hy-

droxides show metallic aluminum substrate since the aluminum hydroxide layer is around 

10~15 μm. 
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Figure C.2. XRD characterization of commercial single crystalline Sapphire and lab synthe-
sized multi-crystalline Bayerite. 

 

3. Oxygen and Aluminum Auger Peak of Reference Aluminum Oxides/Hydroxide 

The intensities of O KLL peaks of crystalline and amorphous aluminum oxides/hydroxide are 

normalized from 0-1 to highlight the ''shoulder'' shape changes on the low binding energy side 

as shown in dash arrow in Figure C.3a. The Al KLL peaks of crystalline and amorphous alu-

minum oxides/hydroxide are displayed in Figure C.3b. It is notable that ''metallic Al'' exhibits 

a minor peak at binding energy of 4027 eV, which is aluminum plasmon but not oxidized phase.  

 

 

Figure C.3. a).XPS measured oxygen Auger peak, and b). HAXPES measured aluminum Au-
ger peak of crystalline aluminum oxide/hydroxides and amorphous aluminum oxides without 

phosphonic acid treatment. 
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4. Oxygen and Aluminum Auger Peak of Phosphonic Acid Modified Aluminum Oxide 

 

Figure C.4. XPS measured oxygen Auger peak (a.) and HAXPES measured aluminum Auger 
peak of phosphonic acid modified aluminum oxides (b) 

 
 

5. Oxygen and Aluminum (Oxidized and Metallic) Auger parameter 

Table C1. Summary of oxygen and aluminum Auger parameter 
oxygen Auger parameter 

 BE_O 1s KE_O KLL AP_O 
 average STDEV average STDEV average STDEV 

Sapphire 530.80 - 508.66 - 1039.46 - 
Bayerite 531.67 - 508.70 - 1040.37 - 

Metallic Al - - - - - - 
Al-O GB 532.63 0.06 507.11 0.18 1039.74 0.16 
Al-O air 532.67 - 507.04 - 1039.71 - 

Al-O+H2O GB 533.21 0.10 507.06 0.13 1040.26 0.02 
Al-O+MtPPA 

GB 
532.72 0.04 507.17 0.03 1039.89 0.07 

Al-O+MtPPA 
air 

532.69 0.06 507.16 0.10 1039.85 0.10 

Al-O+CnPPA 
GB 

532.86 0.09 507.22 0.02 1040.08 0.08 

Al-O+CnPPA 
air 

532.74 0.04 507.16 0.05 1039.90 0.01 

       

oxidized aluminum Auger parameter 

 BE_Al 2p_oxidized 
KE_Al KLL_oxi-

dized 
AP_Al_oxidized 

 average STDEV average STDEV average STDEV 

Sapphire 73.71 - 1388.03 - 1461.74 - 
Bayerite 74.04 - 1386.98 - 1461.02 - 

Metallic Al - - - - - - 
Al-O GB 75.89 0.05 1386.33 0.08 1462.21 0.09 
Al-O air 75.91 - 1385.87 - 1461.78 - 
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Al-O+H2O GB 75.97 0.02 1385.74 0.10 1461.71 0.08 
Al-O+MtPPA 

GB 
75.86 0.01 1386.00 0.20 1461.85 0.19 

Al-O+MtPPA 
air 

75.85 0.02 1386.10 0.15 1461.95 0.13 

Al-O+CnPPA 
GB 

75.85 0.00 1386.10 0.14 1461.95 0.13 

Al-O+CnPPA 
air 

75.85 0.00 1385.97 0.12 1461.82 0.12 

       

metallic aluminum Auger parameter 

 BE_Al 2p_metallic 
KE_Al KLL_me-

tallic 
AP_Al_metallic 

 average STDEV average STDEV average STDEV 

Sapphire - - - - - - 
Bayerite - - - - - - 

Metallic Al 73.0 - 1392.95 - 1465.95 - 
Al-O GB 73.0 0.00 1392.94 0.03 1465.94 0.00 
Al-O air 73.0 - 1393.00 - 1466.01 - 

Al-O+H2O GB 73.0 0.00 1393.00 0.00 1466.00 0.00 
Al-O+MtPPA 

GB 
73.0 0.00 1392.55 0.09 1465.56 0.18 

Al-O+MtPPA 
air 

73.0 0.00 1392.75 0.02 1465.76 0.00 

Al-O+CnPPA 
GB 

73.0 0.00 1392.79 0.02 1465.79 0.00 

Al-O+CnPPA 
air 

73.0 0.00 1392.62 0.07 1465.63 0.13 
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